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General

PRAGMATA s.r.l. has been contracted (Contract for services N° 024821 dated 17/08/98) by
the Scientific and Technological Options Assessment unit (STOA) of the European
Parliament (EP) to make an assessment concerning the state of the inter-state customs
computer network, from a technological and organisational point of view. This document is
the final report of the study.

Background

The coming into force of the single market on 1 January 1992 removed all the remaining
customs barriers in the Community. This was a true milestone in the construction of the
European Union. However, it posed an important challenge in a series of domains that were
previously well controlled by customs administrations: transit control of dangerous, illegal, or
dual use goods, smuggling, and indirect taxation. It also had the inevitable effect of
weakening some important information systems, and statistical data gathering on commerce,
import and export, and trade. Information technology networks could in principle provide a
solution to some of these problems.

Unfortunately, this has not occurred as quickly as needed, in part due to an insufficient
availability of IT resources in some member states’ customs administrations. At the EU level
a series of initiatives and programmes were under development, or planned. Commissioner
Monti informed the European Parliament in March 1997 that there would be an acceleration
of computerisation plans, including the establishment of monitoring systems, and warning
systems linking each and all member states.

The most recent legal basis for action to enhance computer networks for the correct
management of the customs union are: CUSTOMS 2000 and FISCALIS.

1.- CUSTOMS 2000 (OJ L33/97).- This Decision establishes a Community action
programme supporting and complementing the action undertaken by Member States in the
customs field. It put into place, for the period from 1 January 1996 to 31 December 2000, a
legal and budgetary framework for implementing actions, in partnership between the
Community and the Member States, aimed at enabling the customs administrations of
Member States to function powerfully and effectively as one single administration.

The European Parliament and the Council stressed the particular importance of developing
the coordinated computerisation of customs controls and procedures, giving special attention
to the computerisation of transit systems management.



Communication and the exchange of information between administrations hold the key to the
improvements in the efficiency and coherence of customs operations which form the main
objective of the Customs 2000 programme.

In its article 8.4 it states the need to improve the data information interchange using
computers by improvements in the use of computerised handling of customs procedures,
including use of the most up-to-date techniques for electronic data exchange.

2.- FISCALIS is the programme for the reinforcement of the indirect taxation systems of the
internal market. It has just been adopted. The programme is the first step in the
establishment of the new common system of VAT. Communication and information
exchange infrastructure has a vital part to play in reinforcing the VAI and Excise systems,
and in particular guaranteeing the effectiveness and efficiency of its administration. In Article
5 it refers to the necessity of the information exchange systems, manuals and guides to
meet certain objectives. This point shows that the objective of the programme shall be to
reinforce, through Community action, the efforts of the Member States to secure efficient,
effective and extensive cooperation among the Member States and between them and the
Commission.

The study Iooks into the degree of progress reached in the intention of the European Union
to improve the computer networks between the customs services of the member states. The
EU has been concerned with this subject within the framework of its custom policy for many
years.

The study looks into the main question, which is the appreciation of the computer
instruments used, the compatibility and finally the priority which is attributed by the customs
administrations to these systems. Research into the methods and systems employed by
various customs administrations has been the starting point for an assessment of options for
optimising the European Union data interchange networks and systems in the customs
sector, in the context of the internal market.

Contents

The content of the document is summarised below:

• Chapter 1 describes the process of harmonisation of national customs systems brought
about by the Single Market. Particular relevance is given to the harmonisation of customs
procedures involving import and export declarations.

• Chapter 2 investigates the features of the various systems that can be used to exchange
sensible and non-sensible goods with non-EU countries and in intra-community trade. It
also aims to point out the main weaknesses connected to the new customs procedures,
which have largely increased the number and weight of frauds.

• Chapter 3 provides a brief and general description of the Community programmes
launched to achieve customs integration among the Member States, the majority of
which concerns the electronic interchange of standardised data and information.

• Chapter 4 reports the state-of-the-art of national customs information systems in some



Member States; information have been gathered by means of interviews with customs
officials belonging to the General Directions of Customs Administrations. The
investigation deals with the assessment of technological and organisational aspects as
well as with national investment programmes and active participation to European
projects.

• Chapter 5 deals with the expectations of the trade and with their problems related to daily
business with EU customs administrations: in addition to EU and MS institutions, traders
are the main customers of European customs administrations.

• Chapter 6 deals with two remarkable cases of integration of international information
systems, Central Reservation Systems and inter-banking networks. These cases shows
how current technology can help overcome integration problems assuring at the same
time high levels of security.

• Chapter 7 deals with the first and one of the most successful European projects aiming
to achieve information exchange on an international level, the VAT Information Exchange
System. The chapter outlines objectives, results, obstacles and risks connected to the
system as well as the implemented architecture.

• Chapter 8 widely deals with the computerisation project of the transit system, which
should replace the paper based exchange of documents. The chapter describes NCTS
(New Computerised Transit System) objectives, functions, achievements as well as the
obstacles connected to its implementation. Particular care is given to the investigation of
the technical architecture the system should be based on as well as to the elaboration of
other technical feasibility options.

• Chapter 9 describes the technological applications designed to solve the problems of
frauds on sensible goods.

• Chapter 10 describes feasible options for the European policy-makers to contribute to re-
direct the customs computerisation projects still in progress, in order to reduce time for
implementation and risks of failure at minimum levels.
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The process of integration within the European Union has led, in a relatively short period, to
the creation of a Single Market by means of the removal of physical, technical and fiscal
barriers. On the other hand, the process of integration among legislation and customs
authorities of the different Member States has not been so rapid, causing serious problems
and inconsistency.

Customs procedures more exposed to frauds are import/export movements under a transit
procedure (evasion of VAT and duties) and intra-community movements (evasion of VAT
and excise duties); who primarily benefits from frauds are criminal organisations1, and not
traders now and then evading financial obligations. Bad consequences are also born by
honest traders covering the movements with guarantees.

Since the early stages it was expected that extensive application of information networks
would have made up for the inadequacy of the customs system. As a matter of fact a
number of projects concerning the electronic interchange of standardised data and
information has been launched since the early 80s to achieve that aim, but results still leave
much to be desired in comparison with original objectives.

The existence of a national customs information system in each MS can no doubt influence
(positively or negatively) the development of the European Customs network and it seems
that the prospect of a unique customs information system at European level is very remote.

The cause of the difficulties experienced in the development of the European Customs
network is attributed to the presence of different information systems in each MS. On the
contrary some cases, described below, demonstrate the actual possibility to implement such
a network among several information systems with the necessarily high security standard.
The study discusses in details the development and the current state of the art of the
European Customs Information System and presents alternative options for the
establishment of a computerised transit system.

                                               
1 Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System: Report on the Community Transit System. (par. 5.3.2)
Rapporteur: Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (20/02/1997)
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1. Current customs policy in the EU: The Transit Systems and sensible goods
problems

The process of integration within the European Union has led, in a relatively short period, to
the creation of a Single Market by means of the removal of physical, technical and fiscal
barriers. On the other hand, the process of integration among legislation and customs
authorities of the different Member States has not been so rapid.

Some important progress have been made, for instance the definition of the SAD (Single
Administrative Document), the document used all over Europe to submit import and export
declarations from and to the EU. Nevertheless national customs authorities still require the
submission of further (different) information in addition to the ones requested by SAD.
Furthermore trade is remarkably complicated by the existence of different national VAT and
excise rates.

The creation of the Single Market and the still incomplete integration among the Member
States are causing serious problems and inconsistency. “There is a contradiction between
the logic of a Single Market and the perception of that market within the Member States. The
result is that public authorities continue to see their role as stopping at national borders
whilst economic operators, whether legal or illegal, have taken advantage of the new
freedoms to full effect. Goods cross borders, criminals cross borders, profits from illegal
activities across borders, public authority stops at the borders”2.

Customs procedures more exposed to frauds fall into two main categories:

• import/export movements under a transit procedure (evasion of VAT and duties);

• intra-community movements (evasion of VAT and excise duties).

Financial losses caused by frauds are remarkable: 750 million ECU during the period from
1990 to date [1995] for transit frauds 3 and 70.000 million ECU (1991-93) for VAT frauds4. It
has to be noted that who primarily benefits from frauds are criminal organisations5, and not
traders now and then evading financial obligations. Bad consequences are also born by
honest traders covering the movements with guarantees.

2. ICT programmes for EU customs and National Customs Information Systems

Since the early stages it was expected that extensive application of information networks
would have made up for the inadequacy of the customs system. As a matter of fact a
number of projects concerning the electronic interchange of standardised data and
information has been launched since the early 80s to achieve that aim.

Despite several projects were launched on time, results still leave much to be desired in
comparison with original objectives. Albeit some applications have been implemented and

                                               
2Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System: Report on the Community Transit System. (par. 1.1.2)
Rapporteur: Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (20/02/1997)
3 Quoted by Commissioner Monti, 3Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System hearing held on
26.3.1996.
4 Court of Auditors, Annual Report  1997 in the Official Journal of the EC, p. 16.
5 Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System: Report on the Community Transit System. (par. 5.3.2)
Rapporteur: Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (20/02/1997)



are operational, unfortunately they still seem insufficient to solve the crisis of the whole
system.

The existence of a national customs information system in each MS can no doubt influence
(positively or negatively) the development of the European Customs network. To evaluate
the state of the art, we visited the General Directions of Customs Administrations in the
following countries: Italy, The Netherlands, Germany, France, Belgium and Spain.

After our meetings, we can easily declare that the prospect of a unique customs information
system at European level is very remote. No visited country showed an interest in this
solution; on the contrary, they are all making investment in the opposite direction to improve
their own systems, each one independently form the others.

On the other hand, no outstanding technological problems emerged to achieve the
development of the European network, even if (not too high) investments are required to
hardware and software upgrading. Probably the worst situation is experienced in Germany,
where different and not integrated applications are still operational, thus suffering major
integration problems with foreign countries.

3. The position of the traders

Besides EU and MS institutions, traders are the main customers of European customs
administrations. Customs administrations need traders’ active involvement on IT
programmes: the more traders are equipped to provide computerised information to the
system (terminal emulation or EDI), the higher reduction in mistakes and customs offices’
workload is.

A couple of meetings have been held with traders’ representatives6 particularly interested in
the problems related to the transit system and we received a very positive and proactive
support. In synthesis their needs are limited and clear, and can be summarised as follows:

• one common interface (front-end) at European level to exchange computerised data
on all transactions with customs offices (import, export and transit declarations);

• access to information to track their transit movements, in order to be aware as soon
as possible if problems have arisen and to be able to take action on real time.

Unfortunately there is no guarantee that these needs will be satisfied in a short time.

4. Opportunities by ICT: the examples of CRS and of inter-banking network

A general consideration attributes the cause of the difficulties experienced in the
development of the European Customs network to the presence of different information
systems in each MS. On the contrary some cases, described below, demonstrate the actual
possibility to implement such a network among several information systems with the
necessarily high security standard.

Central Reservation System (CRS) are information systems used in tourist industry for
quoting, booking and purchasing different tourist services like air flights, hotels and car-
rentals. The Galileo Information System, the first world-wide system for reservations and
information, is currently connecting more than 30.000 travel agencies with more than

                                               
6 The Transit Action Group (TAG) is an organisation grouping together 12 associations of freight-forwarders,
express carriers and manufacturers (cigarettes and alcohol) and others. As their members experience daily
contact with customs administration, they are highly interested in the solution of the problem of goods transit and
guarantees management.



100.000 workstations all over the world. The system allows authorised users all over the
world to exchange electronic information and to purchase directly the services offered.

RNI (Italian inter-banking network) is another good example. It connects all banks operating
on the Italian territory, providing data exchange services; it is part of the inter-banking
international system. Some of RNI characteristics could be successfully transferred to the
customs environment. The central architecture of RNI configuration is a proven solution
(around 1 billion transactions per year are cleared by SIA), and it has also been adopted by
the international circuit of VISA cards, whose central server is located at the Chase
Manhattan Bank in New York; high and tested security standards prevent fraud attacks by
criminal organisation.

5. VIES, NCTS and  EMCS systems: objectives, results, obstacles and risks

This paragraph examines objectives and results achieved by some European customs and
taxation projects, in comparison with available ICT opportunities. This survey aims to verify
strengths and weaknesses of these systems and above all to assess what objectives have
been achieved what obstacles are still present and if high risks of failure are evident.

VIES (VAT Information Exchange System)

The system is based on data extracted from taxpayers’ VAT declarations, where sales and
purchases at Community level are listed. These lists are periodically submitted once a month
or less frequently.

There is no doubt that VIES, operational since 1993, has achieved its initial objectives; at
present it is the only existing administrative application to control VAT at Community level.
Despite these positive aspects, VIES is not immune from criticism and some Member States
ask for its abolishment. On a practical level VIES is not very effective to combat frauds7.

One of VIES’ weak features is that international crossed verifications are ineffective if
operators premeditate frauds. Another problem is the scarce timeliness (monthly declaration
and quarterly data exchange) that does not allow to detect on time frauds by “shell”
companies which issue false invoices and go bankrupt before disbursing their VAT debt.

The NCTS (New Computerised Transit System)

The old transit system is greatly vulnerable to every kind of frauds and mistakes. The paper
based international exchange of documents via the postal service is one of the main causes.

It is largely acknowledged that computerisation of this procedure is fundamental: "We cannot
overemphasise the strategic significance of the transit computerisation project as a means of
coping with the current crisis because it both offers the definitive practical solution to some of
the problems arising from the processing of declarations and the insecurity of procedures
and allows better monitoring of operations and preventive measures and controls.”8

The issue itself is not particularly difficult: it requires to translate in EDI format data sets
already defined and standardised by the MS and upgrade the network (used by VIES)
interconnecting the European customs administrations.

                                               
7 See Court of Auditors on the Official Journal of the European Communities.
8 Interim report of the Transit Commission (quoted in the Kellett-Bowman report).



Despite the apparent easiness of the problem and the presence of concrete examples to
make reference to (as CRS and Inter-banking systems), the NCTS project has experienced
various difficulties: it was started in the early ‘90s and it is still under development.

During our investigation, the involved parties have provided several explanations partially
accounting for the problems experienced, such as:

• the difficulties related to the great uncertainty on the legal basis of European Customs
programmes from 1995 to 1997;

• the unsatisfactory performance of IT external partners, who took nearly 3 years to
deliver NCTS functional and technical specifications;

• the increasing awareness that the problem is more complex than what was expected,
above all because of the necessary integration with existing customs procedures in
EU Member States.

Towards the end of 1997 a clear break in the NCTS project was made. The uncertainties of
the legal basis were solved and the Commission essentially modified the project approach.

The initial implementation is scheduled to start at the beginning of 1999 with reduced goals:

• reduced functions (only the core of the system);

• limited number of countries (Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain and Switzerland).

The previous IT partners have been replaced by new ones and if the Commission’s plans will
be carried out9, the geographic enlargement will be completed within 2002 and NCTS full
functionality extension (guarantee management, inquiries, statistics, ...) will be accomplished
within 2003.

Remarkable perplexity still remains on the feasibility of the Commission’s plans. During our
meetings with the parties involved, serious doubts were expressed on the feasibility of initial
implementation with the defined reductions10.

Other doubts have been expressed on the project management: albeit the Member States
are the least interested parties in the solution of the current transit problems, the
Commission delegates to them larger and larger shares in the implementation of the
fundamental modules of the NCTS.

Actually there is a primary cause for this situation, a kind of “original sin” of the NCTS: the
simplest and most secure technological solutions, first of all the centralised architecture,
adopted at the beginning of NCTS project, was abandoned not because of technical
obstacles but probably because of political obstacles.

As a matter of fact, NCTS is based on a distributed architecture: data are stored and
managed on national databases and each Member State directly exchange transit
information one another, with no involvement of the central site.

Since the beginning of our investigation we wondered what reasons had led to this choice,
as the advantages related to the completely opposite choice of a centralised architecture
seemed to be, in our opinion, more than evident. Also the successful case studies previously
mentioned (banking and CRS) have chosen the centralised solution with no hesitation.

But also DGXXI is fully aware of this fact: when we asked, we have been told11 that the
centralised architecture had been initially taken into consideration for the Transit project,
even before the 1994 Feasibility Study. But it was then dismissed. Why? No one was able to

                                               
9 Public presentation of the Transit Computerisation Project, held by DG21 in Bruxelles on 18-19 November 1998
10 The traders’ representatives we met expressed their unwillingness to take part to the early stage of
implementation, that they consider too complex to be managed.
11 Meetings with DGXXI and Italian customs administration.



provide us with official position or documentation. It is generally acknowledged that it is
probably the result of the political opposition of the Member States, unwilling to provide the
central site with a copy of their data, which would then be out of their direct control.

The EMCS (Excise control system)

Many projects launched by the Commission aim to control the payment of excise duties
related to intra-community movements of sensible goods, but this problem is still unsolved.
Similarly to the VIES system, applications already operational are limited to formal and
administrative controls (for instance assessment whether an operator is regularly registered
or not), but they do not represent an effective tool to combat criminal organisations.

The EMCS project (comparable to NCTS) will have to provide the necessary support. The
Feasibility Study has been launched, but at present no useful information is available to
evaluate the project. We only want to point out that, since obstacles and difficulties can be
compared to the ones experienced in NCTS project, EMCS planning should be based on
different assumptions and conditions, in order to make it successful and not to repeat the
same mistakes.

6. Options for the European Parliament

The main option is based on the creation of the political premises so that projects aiming to
develop the European customs network can adopt the most adequate technological
solutions.

The choice of a distributed architecture has implicitly delegated to each Member State not
only data management, but also data ownership as well as the development of
complementary procedures and, above all, the very heart of the European information
system. This is clearly the result of a compromise with the constraints imposed by the
Member States. But while the Single Market would consistently require one only customs
administration, the information system of the European Union is not even based on a unique
administration of transit data, whose essence is transnational!

As a matter of fact, given the results achieved by the NCTS project and the risks of failure
still present, it can be considered, rather than a compromise, a real defeat of the European
Union in front of the Member States.

On the contrary, the solution of the centralised data base is, from a technological point of
view, the right road leading towards European customs integration; at the same time it is a
clear message that the European Union delivers to its Member States.

This choice allows to strengthen the project management at central level and to isolate the
start-up of the new NCTS and EMCS from the achievement and implementation of national
applications.

The choice of a centralised architecture is still convenient: despite it represents a substantial
modification to the original plan of the troublesome NCTS project, nevertheless the results
already obtained will not have been achieved in vain, as the largest majority of functional and
technical specifications could be maintained.

The centralised architecture had been chosen by DGXXI of the Commission, but it was then
opposed because of political reasons. The European Parliament should then create the legal
framework to adequately support the Commission in its difficult task and allow the latter to
modify its conduct, from dominated entity to guide of the Member States.
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Summary

The process of integration within the European Union has led, in a relatively short period, to
the creation of a Single Market by means of the removal of physical, technical and fiscal
barriers. On the other hand, the process of integration among legislation and customs
authorities of the different Member States has not been so rapid.

“There is a contradiction between the logic of a Single Market and the perception of that
market within the Member States. The result is that public authorities continue to see their
role as stopping at national borders whilst economic operators, whether legal or illegal, have
taken advantage of the new freedoms to full effect. Goods cross borders, criminals cross
borders, profits from illegal activities across borders, public authority stops at the borders”12.

Customs procedures more exposed to frauds fall into two main categories:

• import/export movements under a transit procedure (evasion of VAT and duties);

• intra-community movements (evasion of VAT and excise duties).

Financial losses caused by frauds are remarkable: 750 million ECU during the period from
1990 to date [1995] for transit frauds 13 and 70.000 million ECU (1991-93) for VAT frauds14. It
has to be noted that who primarily benefits from frauds are criminal organisations15, and not
traders now and then evading financial obligations.

Since the early stages it was expected that extensive application of information networks
would have made up for the inadequacy of the customs system. As a matter of fact a
number of projects concerning the electronic interchange of standardised data and
information has been launched since the early 80s to achieve that aim.

Despite several projects were launched on time, results still leave much to be desired in
comparison with original objectives. Albeit some applications have been implemented and
are operational, unfortunately they still seem insufficient to solve the crisis of the whole
system.

A general consideration attributes the cause of the difficulties experienced in the
development of the European Customs network to the presence of different information
systems in each MS that are difficult to integrate. On the contrary there are interesting case

                                               
12Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System: Report on the Community Transit System. (par.
1.1.2) Rapporteur: Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (20/02/1997)
13 Quoted by Commissioner Monti, 13Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System hearing held on
26.3.1996.
14 Court of Auditors, Annual Report  1997 in the Official Journal of the EC, p. 16.
15 Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System: Report on the Community Transit System. (par.
5.3.2) Rapporteur: Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (20/02/1997)



study (i.e. the Central Reservation System and the inter-banking network) that can
demonstrate the actual possibility to implement such a network among several information
systems with a very high security standard.

We can examine objectives and results achieved by some European customs and taxation
projects, in comparison with available ICT opportunities.

The VIES system is the only existing administrative application to control VAT at Community
level. Despite it is operational since 1993, VIES is not immune from criticism and some
Member States ask for its abolishment. On a practical level VIES is not very effective to
combat frauds16. International crossed verifications are ineffective if operators premeditate
frauds, and the scarce timeliness (monthly declaration and quarterly data exchange) does
not allow to detect on time frauds.

The old transit system is greatly vulnerable to every kind of frauds and mistakes. The paper
based international exchange of documents via the postal service is one of the main causes.

It is largely acknowledged that computerisation of this procedure is fundamental. The issue
itself is not particularly difficult; it requires to translate in EDI format data sets already defined
and standardised by the MS and upgrade the network (used by VIES) interconnecting the
European customs administrations.

Despite the apparent easiness of the problem and the presence of concrete examples to
make reference to (as CRS and Inter-banking systems), the NCTS (New Computerised
Transit System) has experienced various difficulties: it was started in the early ‘90s and it is
still under development.

During our investigation, the involved parties have provided several explanations partially
accounting for the problems experienced. But at the end there is a primary cause for this
situation, a kind of “original sin” of the NCTS: the simplest and most secure technological
solution, first of all the centralised architecture, adopted at the beginning of the NCTS
project, was abandoned, not because of technical obstacles but probably because of political
obstacles.

In such a context, the main option for the European Parliament is based on the creation of
the political premises so that the European customs network projects can adopt the most
adequate technological solutions.

The choice of a distributed architecture has implicitly delegated to each Member State not
only data management, but also data ownership as well as the development of
complementary procedures and, above all, the very heart of the European information
system. This is clearly the result of a compromise with the constraints imposed by the
Member States. But while the Single Market would consistently require one only customs
administration, the information system of the European Union is not even based on a unique
administration of transit data, whose essence is transnational!

As a matter of fact, given the results achieved by the NCTS project and the risks of failure
still present, it can be considered, rather than a compromise, a real defeat of the European
Union in front of the Member States. On the contrary, the solution of the centralised data

                                               
16 See Court of Auditors on the Official Journal of the European Communities.



base is, from a technological point of view, the right road leading towards European customs
integration. This choice allows to strengthen the project management at central level and to
isolate the start-up of the new NCTS and EMCS from the achievement and implementation
of national applications.

The choice of a centralised architecture is still convenient: despite it represents a substantial
modification to the original plan of the troublesome NCTS project, nevertheless the results
already obtained will not have been achieved in vain, as the largest majority of functional and
technical specifications could be maintained.

The centralised architecture had been chosen by DGXXI of the Commission, but it was then
opposed because of political reasons. The European Parliament should then create the legal
framework to adequately support the Commission in its difficult task and allow the latter to
modify its position, from dominated entity to guide of the Member States.



Chapter 1

Current customs policy in the EU

Summary

The process of integration within the European Union has led, in a relatively short period, to
the creation of a Single Market by means of the removal of physical, technical and fiscal
barriers. People and goods can now freely circulate among the Member States with no
particular documents; some exceptions to this regulation are weapons, high-tech products
and sensible goods (alcohol, cigarettes, and so on).

On the other hand, the process of integration among legislation and customs authorities of
the different Member States has not been so rapid.

It is true that important progress have been made, with the purpose of customs procedures
harmonisation: for instance the definition of the SAD (Single Administrative Document), the
document used all over Europe to submit import and export declarations from and to the EU.

Nevertheless traders still experience differences in importing goods to The Netherlands, to
Italy or to any other Member State: national customs authorities require the submission of
further information in addition to the ones requested by the SAD. As a consequence the
relationships with traders lays on different grounds in each Member State.

Furthermore trade is remarkably complicated by the existence of different national VAT and
excise rates.

1.1. The process of harmonisation of national customs systems

Customs policies bring into effect trade policies by means of:

• customs duties of fiscal nature, if designed to procure economic revenue to finances,
or customs duties of economic nature, if design to protect national economy;

• other instruments like temporary import, repayment of duties and export refunds;

• restrictions to trade exchange: prohibitions and quotas.

 Well-defined circumstances can favour co-operation among States with common features
such as geographical location, ethnic similarities, common traditions, easy communication,
etc. Co-operation leads to create:

• Free-trade zones: import duties on goods are abolished for internal traffic, but each
country develops its own trade policy towards third countries;

• Customs Unions (such as Benelux, NAFTA): the countries agree on a common policy
towards third countries as well.

 The foundations of the European Customs Union lay in the European Coal and Steel



Community Treaty17, the European Atomic Energy Community and European Economic
Community Treaties18. A gradual harmonisation process among the economic systems of
the Member States had been established on a practical level, in order to achieve community
purposes. Particular emphasis was given to the creation of a common market requiring the
abolishment of import and export duties (or charges of equivalent effect) among the Member
States, as well as of quantitative restrictions on goods movements.

 This process of progressive harmonisation should have lasted 12-15 years. As a matter of
fact the positive trend of the economy of the Member States led to fasten the achievement of
an economic Union. On 1st July, 1968 free circulation of goods came into force in the
European Common Market, thus establishing:

• the abolishment of customs duties on import of goods coming from the other Member
States;

• the application of a Common Customs Tariff on import of goods coming from third
countries.

 The Council Regulation n. 97/69 created the Committee for Customs Nomenclature with
the responsibility of the univocal management and interpretation of the Common Customs
Tariff.

 The European Single Act came into force on 1st July, 1987 establishing the conclusion of
the process of integration and the entry into force of the Single Market among the Member
States within 31st December 1992, thus allowing free circulation of goods, people, services
and capitals.

 As a consequence, the following obstacles have been removed:

• physical barriers, leading to the elimination of customs formalities among Member
States;

• technical barriers, so that each product legally produced in a Member State can be
sold in any other Member State with no restrictions;

• fiscal barriers: the procedures in community transit are facilitated and simplified.

 The intra-Community circulation of goods has been equalised to national movements of
goods and accompanying customs documentation is no longer required.

 The only exception to these provisions concerns sensible goods circulation under
suspension of excise duties, as they have to be covered by the administrative covering
document.

 Recent customs regulations have been introduced to improve the circulation of goods; the
following measures can be mentioned as important steps leading to complete integration
among the Member States:

• the Integrated Customs Tariff is made up of basic tariff requirements on imports and
exports of goods from and to third countries and since 1st January 1998 has taken the
place of the Common Customs Tariff;

• the Single Administrative Document (SAD);

• several measures approved in order to simplify circulation of goods, such as the
possibility for export companies to make information available on their information
system instead of submitting declarations.

 The Treaty of Maastricht came into force on 1st November 1993, incorporating the Treaties
of Rome, the Treaties on the Political Union and part of the Single Act. One of the primary
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aims of this Treaty is to create a Community with no internal barriers as soon as possible,
assuring real free circulation of people, goods, services and capital.

 Since 1993 customs formalities on import and export have been abolished, provided that
these goods are not exported outside the European customs territory. These goods do not
need any covering document and their status of Community goods is presumed (as long as
they are not accompanied by the T1 document covering external transit for non-Community
goods).

 Exceptions to this rule are established for:

• weapons, arms and hi-tech goods, that have to respect the established controls and
formalities;

• sensible goods (mineral oil, alcohol, cigarettes and tobacco products), that need to be
covered by the Administrative Covering Document19.

 Statistical data on import and export with third countries continue to be collected with the
same procedures, while lack of information is experienced in intra-Community trade.

 To fulfil this purpose the Council regulation n. 3330/91 of 7/11/91 established a community
system (INTRASTAT) to gather data on commercial trade, so that these information are
provided to the Balance of Trade.

 The INTRASTAT system enables the collection of statistical data on intra-Community
commerce, thanks to the co-operation agreed among European institutes, national
governments, companies and their associations. Companies provide the competent customs
office with their books (on sales and purchases) on paper or using diskettes. Data collected
are elaborated and made available to the parties on an international circuit of statistical
information and can be used by the companies themselves for commercial purposes.

 In 1992 the customs regulations have been codified in the Community Customs Code20,
unifying in a whole text all customs regulations established during the previous years.

 The process of harmonisation on excise and VAT rates at European level is still to be
developed.

 Within the legislative framework, the Matthaeus Programme is to be mentioned: its main
purpose concerned the training and interchange of customs officials among the Member
States, in order to harmonise the cultural level of customs officials. Now this task is being
performed by other European programmes (namely Customs 2000 and Fiscalis).

1.2 Harmonisation of customs procedures

 The process of harmonisation of customs procedures led to the introduction of the Single
Administrative Document for customs and transit declarations and to the standardisation of
VAT declarations.

1.2.1 The Single Administrative Document - SAD (Community transit and Common
transit)

 The Single Administrative Document includes all relevant information on customs
transactions. The main information provided by the SAD concerns importer, exporter, carrier,
nature, origin and destination of goods, principal, etc.
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 All these data have to be validated by the customs office of departure.

 SAD has been designed:

• to cover all goods movements: export, transit and import

• to cover one single movement: export, import, transit, deposit in warehouse

• to cover more than one movement simultaneously: export and transit, transit and
import.

 The single document can be used:

• in EU countries

• with the EFTA countries

 The single document is not used when the following documents are used:

• the TIR carnet

• the ATA carnet

• the declaration 136F

 The single document consists of a set of 8 vouchers:

• voucher 1 - is kept at the customs office of the country of departure;

• voucher 2 - is used for collecting statistical information in the country of departure;

• voucher 3 - is reserved for the consignor;

• voucher 4 - accompanies the goods transported under transit system and is kept at
the customs office of destination;

• voucher 5 - also accompanies the goods to the office of destination. It is returned to
inform the office of departure that were no irregularities during transit operations;

• voucher 6 - is kept at the place of destination;

• voucher 7 - is used for statistical information in the country of destination;

• voucher 8 is reserved for the consignee.

 For transport via Switzerland, Slovakia, the Czeck Republic or Hungary an additional
voucher 4 is required. It has to be submitted to the transit offices when entering one of the
above-mentioned countries.

 The declaration has to be submitted in one of the official languages of the country of
departure.

1.2.2 The VAT declarations

1.2.2.1 Intra-Community declarations

 Any exchange of goods between taxable persons involving transport between two Member
States requires two separate operations:

• supply of goods which is liable to tax in the Member State of departure, but is likely to
benefit from an exemption;

• an intra-Community acquisition of goods for which the purchaser is liable to tax in the
Member State of arrival of the goods.

This does not involve a suspensive system but the following procedure:

1. the vendor must provide:

• evidence that goods have been transported out of the Member State of departure, but
delivered within the Community;



• information dealing with the purchaser as a taxable subject registered for VAT in a
Member State;

• details on departure of the goods consigned or transported;

• an invoice with his tax code and the tax code of the purchaser registered for VAT
purposes in another Member State.

2. the vendor has also to:

• record his supplies in a periodic declaration (monthly or quarterly);

• arrange a quarterly statement of the intra-Community supplies of delivered goods.

1.2.2.2 Import and external transit declarations

 As far as import of goods from an Extra-Community country is concerned the trader has to
comply with the following procedure, provided that he does not choose the transit system:

• register himself for VAT purposes in each Member State where he aims to import
extra-Community goods;

• in each Member State he must fulfil all declaration obligations in order to allow to
carry out taxable transactions with other Member States (intra-Community deliveries
of goods).



Chapter 2

The Transit Systems and sensible goods problems

Summary

The creation of the Single Market and the still incomplete integration among the Member
States is causing serious problems and inconsistency.

“There is a contradiction between the logic of a Single Market and the perception of that
market within the Member States. The result is that public authorities continue to see their
role as stopping at national borders whilst economic operators, whether legal or illegal, have
taken advantage of the new freedoms to full effect. Goods cross borders, criminals cross
borders, profits from illegal activities across borders, public authority stops at the borders”21.

Customs procedures more exposed to frauds fall into two main categories:

• import and export movements under a transit procedure (evasion of VAT, customs
and excise duties)

• intra-community movements (evasion of VAT and excise duties).

Financial losses caused by frauds is remarkable: the Commission published a document
entitled "Fraud in the Transit Procedure, Solutions Foreseen and Perspectives for the
Future"22 to draw the attention of the Council and the European Parliament to "serious fraud
... known to have had a minimum financial impact for the Community and Member States of
750 million ECU during the period from 1990 to date [1995]". At the same time, “an indirect
calculation of the discrepancy between VAT collected and the theoretical VAT for nine MS
revealed an annual difference of 70.000 million ECU (1991-93). Comparison with a similar
exercise carried out 10 years ago shows that the discrepancy has more than doubled”23.

As regards frauds, it has to be noted that who primarily benefit from frauds are criminal
organisations24, and not traders sometimes evading financial obligations. The major
consequences are born by honest traders covering the movements with guarantees, not by
finances.

This chapter aims to investigate the issues connected to these weaknesses in the European
customs system. We spent time to thoroughly understand the various aspects of these
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problems, from the organisational aspects (procedures and parties involved) to the legal
basis as well as to the related information flows.

2.1. Transit systems description

2.1.1 Community and Common transit

As customs duties, VAT and excise duties have to be paid to the customs of the country
where goods are released for consumption, community transit allows temporary
suspension of such duties during their transportation on the EU territory from the customs of
entrance to the customs of destination.

Common transit extends the same documentation and procedures of Community transit
also to EFTA countries (Convention of 20th May 1987) and to Visegrad countries (1st July
1996), even if differencies can be traced between Common transit and Community transit
because the latter convention implies transaction across the Community boundaries.

As an example, general aspects concerning transit and import procedure are described
below. In Annex 1 other cases of transit procedures are detailed: transit, transit and export,
common transit. In Annex 2 relationships between transit and import and export procedures
inside customs offices are described.

Community Transit and Import: generally goods coming from third countries are cleared by
the customs of the State of destination; therefore customs goods have to be accompanied
by a transit document to suspend customs and excise duties payment until the destination is
reached. The procedure can be described as follows:

I. T1 form is emitted by entry customs and voucher 1 is kept;

II. goods have 8 days to reach destination declared in T1 form; at the arrival goods
are cleared with the import declaration (IM) and customs of destination keep
voucher 4;

III. voucher 5 is signed and sent to the customs of departure to confirm operation
conformity.
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Figure 1 - Community transit and import procedure



If the customs office of departure does not receive the copy 5 within 10 weeks, it starts an
enquiry to discover what has happened to the goods.

If this enquiry should give no result, the office of departure could turn to the guarantee
covered by the principal, generally the freight forwarder, to recover the lost revenue and to
prevent frauds.

2.1.2 T.I.R. system

T.I.R. (Transports Internationaux Routiers) is based on an international convention,
subscribed on 14th November 1975. At present, 58 countries have signed up for the TIR
convention. TIR is a system implemented to facilitate freight transportation between the
customs offices of two countries belonging to the convention, avoiding customs verification
on goods while crossing the borders along the journey.

T.I.R system requires that:

• the operator is subscribed to T.I.R Register;

• the trip includes road transportation;

• freight are sealed during the transportation;

• derivative products from tobacco and alcohol are not admitted.

2.1.2.1 TIR guarantee

 The authorised association of the country of departure can issue the TIR carnet; the
guarantee is covered by IRU and by an insurance found settled in Switzerland. In other
words, the TIR guarantee system is centralised, covers a restricted amount (guarantee is of
US$ 50.000) and is based on the presence of a reliable document.

 Release procedure of TIR carnet can be described as follows:

• a set of maximum 2 carnet per every transport mean (one for the going and one for
the return) is consigned to operator, with an expiration time of 45 days;

• at every crossing of a frontier barrier one of the 14 or 20 volets is consigned: every
volet is composed of two copies: one is kept by the customs office and the other is
consigned to the carrier;

• no controls on shipments are executed before arrival at destination;

• carnets have to be delivered back to the association (also if not used) within 1 week
since the return of the documents to the operator and anyway not over 30 days after
validity date;

• regular carnets are discharged from the plafond assigned to operator;

• a longer than 60 days delay after the expire limit date causes a suspension of release
of other carnets until the return of the expired ones.

 If a TIR operation is not regularly closed, the association of the country where the last open
volet was consigned is responsible of the guarantee.

2.1.2.2 Information flows in TIR system

 At the beginning of the procedure the first copy is consigned to the customs office of
departure and verified after the return of the second copy from the border customs office,
which confirms the exit of goods. This operation is repeated for every country crossed by the
goods (Figure 2).

 As regards the TIR Convention, the European Community is considered a unique customs
territory. Thus, as far as the EU is concerned, the TIR system is similar to Community



Transit, using the verification of two documents (one checked at the entrance and one at
destination/exit) whatever is the number of MS borders crossed.
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 Figure 2 - T.I.R. transit procedure

2.1.3 ATA carnet system

 All countries have procedures allowing temporary importation of goods within their territory.

 Such import is generally valid for less than 12 months. Importers may choose from three
options when considering a temporary importation: Duty Drawback, Temporary Importation
Under Bond (TIB), and ATA Carnet.

 The ATA Carnet was created by an international convention thirty years ago. ATA Carnets:

• may be used for unlimited exits from and entries into the U.S. and foreign countries
(Carnets are valid for one year);

• are accepted in more than 50 countries and territories;

• eliminate value-added taxes (VAT), duties, and the posting of security normally
required by importation. Duty and taxes range from 20-30% of the value of the goods.
Exporters can expect to receive a full refund of the duties and taxes within 2-6 months
after departure;

• simplify customs procedures;

• allow a temporary exporter to use a single document for all customs transactions and
make arrangements in advance at a predetermined cost.

2.2 Weak aspects in the Transit System

For some years the transit system has been suffering a profound crisis, clearly outlined in
the already quoted report by the Committee of Inquiry into the Transit System. That report
has given useful suggestions for our study, pointing out that:

• the transit system is an archaic procedure, based on paper documents to be returned
by means of the postal service; it is extremely vulnerable to frauds and incapable to
cover 18 million operations per year;

• since the Single Market came into force a major crisis in the transit system has been
experienced, leading to the loss of billions ECU (750 millions ECU estimated) on VAT,
customs and excise duties not recovered.

The evaluation of the involved volumes is adequate to understand the crisis; the system, that
was originally created in 1963 to manage transit among six countries (three of them already
unified from a customs administration point of view), must currently manage a number of



transactions exceptionally higher. For instance, at the German clearing central office in
Hamm, ten persons manage 19.800 documents per day on the average. Even minimal
controls (such as controls of stamps on documents received) are clearly impossible on a
practical level.

Moreover, the deadline to return documents (copy 5 of the T-form) to the departure office is
never respected, with the remarkable consequence that useless inquiries are started.
Inquiries are difficult to be performed, as international and national diversions are allowed
and goods can be cleared in every other customs office within the European Union.

Frauds, when and if they are discovered, are detected with much delay so that there is
practically no possibility to trace the responsibles: as a consequence the only compensation
is given by the guarantee, often paid by honest traders not involved in frauds.

These honest operators are therefore suffering the major consequences of the inefficiency
of the system and, to avoid their bankruptcy, the customs administrations sometimes
renounce to the guarantee.

2.2.1 Frauds categories

The majority of frauds is committed on sensible goods (alcohol and tobacco products above
all), for the largest difference between the duty-free price and the duty-paid price involves
these products. For instance, duty-paid price of cigarettes is composed of at least 69% tax in
EU countries (this rate is even higher in some Member States). A truck loaded with
cigarettes has an average value of about ECU 1 million in duties/taxes.

Furthermore smuggled cigarettes are not prohibited for themselves and generally customs
authorities behave “mildly” towards them, if compared to the approach used towards illegal
goods or drugs.

In addition to traditional frauds, such as false declaration of goods and smuggling, the transit
system is open to more sophisticated, probably more secure categories of frauds.

2.2.1.1 Non-completion of transit procedures

Goods fraudulently unloaded during the route and sold on the market somewhere between
the customs office of departure and the office of destination. As no binding itinerary is
generally prescribed, the vehicle can transit anywhere in the EU territory. Even if checks
were performed and the vehicle were not found on a reasonable route to reach its declared
destination, it would not be committing any infraction (within the 8-day deadline). Given the
long period of time (months) required to put in place controls among national
administrations, this category of frauds generally remains long unknown.

2.2.1.2 Fraudulent completion of transit procedures:

• Settlement of shell companies acting as consignee: enormous profits originated by a
single fraudulent transit movement potentially justify the settlement of a company for
one single fraud. These companies often go bankrupt before the payment of excise
duties.

• Stamp forgery or use of stolen stamps: the transit operation is cleared using false or
stolen stamps. These frauds can only be detected by means of random controls on
paper documentation owned by the principal.

• Involvement of customs officials: corruption may be collusive or provoked by threats.
The criminal has only to get an authentic stamp to be used on copy 5 and there is no
risk that the fraud can ever be discovered.



2.2.1.3 Frauds related to guarantees

• Illicit use of the guarantee: submission of false documents involving an unaware
authorised principal. The non-completion of the procedure will lead customs to call
upon the principal himself and his guarantee.

• False issuing of the guarantee: the case is similar to the previous situation, but in
addition the guarantee is forged.

•  Tax liabilities in excess of the amount of the principal’s guarantee: two prevailing
views are currently spread:

� some Member States maintain that potentially owned duties should be
deducted from the total comprehensive guarantee available to cover further
operations; therefore liabilities exceeding the remaining guarantee are
considered fraud;

� others maintain that the guarantee is the "actuarial" assessment of risk and
therefore it should not cover the overall liability on the movements actually in
transit.

In both cases no consistency control between the guarantee and the potential
revenue of goods in transit. The only control performed by some customs offices is to
authenticate and allocate the Accompanying Documents distributed to traders.

• False TIR Carnet: as TIR carnets are used as guarantee a secondary market in
forged TIR carnets has been created in various MS and Visegrad countries

2.2.1.4 Main elements favouring frauds

The following table summarises the elements at the grounds of the different categories of
frauds. It points out that one of the main causes of frauds is the paper based exchange of
documents.
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False TIR carnet X
Figure 3 – Main elements favouring frauds

The introduction of the 100% guarantee to cover sensitive goods transit has led to a shift in
frauds towards:

• traditional smuggling and false declaration of goods;

• the use of other means of transport under the transit system where the guarantee is
not required, such as rail and sea transport.

2.2.2 Control ineffectiveness

2.2.2.1 Categories of controls

The various categories of customs control are listed below.

Standard system of enquiry on clearance: it consists of enquiries started to find the return
copy of SAD and Accompanying Documents to investigate goods arrival at destination. In
practice the standard system has deteriorated and is now a standardised system to look for
missing documents instead of an effective mechanism to detect frauds. In 1993 more than
500.000 enquiries were started. An enquiry consists of the following steps:

• start enquiry: if the customs office of departure has not received a returned copy 5
within 10 weeks, it shall start an inquiry procedure. The required time to return copy 5
varies from 20 to 60 days on the average (but months are not infrequent). Therefore
customs administrations wait longer than 10 weeks before starting the enquiry
procedure (Belgium waits for 20 weeks).

• look for documentation: if the declared office of destination gives no confirmation of
clearance, then the office of departure is responsible for establishing where the goods
are. It will firstly ask the other customs offices in the declared country of destination
and then the other offices in the EU. As a matter of fact trucks are not compelled to
follow binding itineraries and are generally allowed to change the office of destination
without being forced to communicate in advance the diversion to customs
administrations.

• fraud presumption: when none of the contacted offices gives confirmation of
movement clearance, the customs office of departure is responsible for detecting
where the fraud took place. If the investigation has no result, then the customs office
of departure remains in charge of it.

• guarantee claim: high practical difficulties to investigate on frauds generally prevent
from the recovery of the revenue so that customs administrations generally claim it
under the principal’s responsibility.

En route controls: as frontier controls were removed within the EU, only random checks are
performed. No country is usually aware of what vehicles are crossing its territory under a
transit regime or transporting excise duties.

Customs controls at EU external borders: goods control is defined by random sampling on
Information System.

Controls on principals: copies 3 and 5 of Accompanying Document for sensible goods.
Control is extremely time consuming because stamps authenticity has to be verified on
paper documents. Furthermore documentation can be written using one of the 11 different
languages



2.2.2.2 Further difficulties on controls

Risk indicators allowing to distinguish among different goods do not support controls. Some
administrations are beginning to employ risk indicators on the basis of information received
on frauds or controls within the EU territory and on goods probability of being defrauded.

Communication among administration to obtain information and controls on document
authenticity is extremely bureaucratic and is complicated by language difficulties; the former
obstacle is due to document ownership and authenticity containing the necessary
information.

2.3. Excise system in intra-community trade

2.3.1 Sensible goods exchange procedures

Movements of sensible goods are different from non sensible goods procedures when they
occur between two Member States inside the Community; in fact imported or exported
excise goods require transit system for their circulation in EU territory.

Excise procedures can be divided into two different classes:

• goods under suspension of excise procedure: goods exchange can only occur
between two authorised operators and the required accompanying document consists
of 4 copies to be signed by the competent authority.

• goods released for consumption procedure: goods exchange can take place among
every kind of operators, as duties are paid in advance, and the required document is
made up of 3 copies. This procedure in not frequently used because it is very
expensive for all parties involved.

 The procedures can be applied:

• inside a Member State;

• inside the Community;

• to import or export from/to third countries.

 As showed in the following scheme procedures can therefore subdivided  into 4 classes.

 

  Under suspension

 of excise

 

 Goods released for
consumption

 Intra-State  normal procedure (1)  simplified procedure (2)
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 Export
procedure (4)

 

 Figure 4 - Main classes of procedures

 The excise document in extra-Community procedure is in addition to T-form. In all cases, the
control procedure requires the return of copy 4, acting like copy 5 of T-form in the transit
system.



 2.3.2 Problems in excise system

 The present excise system shows remarkable problems, emphasised after the Customs
Union in 1993:

• non harmonisation of excise quotas: quota difference among Member States was
an unknown problem in previous national systems, because regions did not apply
different rates of excise duties. The preservation of these differences among the
States is not compatible with the elimination of inner frontier barriers; thus the current
excise system can be compared to a bureaucratic customs system, deprived of
border controls;

• principal’s responsibility : the unfeasibility of controls on goods exchanges across
inner borders of Community has been by-passed charging the principal on
responsibility of frauds, shortages and theft. But evident contrasts in the legal basis of
different States have arisen, dealing with the limits of operator liability (e.g. when the
possess of goods by the consignor stops);

• large amount of guarantees : considerable sums have to be deposited and the
amount of excises due when shortages occur did not encourage exchange of
sensible goods;

• product classification criteria to excise application are not clear : classes of
sensible goods have been harmonised, but clear criteria have not yet been defined in
order to assign a product to the correct sensible category; the situation is complicated
by the presence of 11 different languages;

• documentation and procedures are not homogeneous : documents and
procedures are not the same in all Member States, but show some differences that
lead operators and administrations to discordant behaviours;

• different competent offices : in Italy, for instance, excise offices and customs offices
have different fields of actions;

• different rates produce different control procedures in European Member States;
for instance, wine controls in Italy are not strictly performed, because the applicable
excise rate is 0; on the other hand within the Community, exception made for Italy,
controls dealing with oil are infrequent because they are not charged by excises,
disposed instead by the Italian law;

• the complete responsibility of the consignor is originating new needs among
operators, as well as the possibility to verify the authenticity of consignee’s
registration before goods shipment.

Excise system is different from transit system in some relevant aspects:

• the subjects involved in exchange procedures are not customs offices, but directly the
consignor and the consignee: the management of the documentation and the return
of copy 4 to the consignor are under complete supervision and responsibility of the
economic operators. Authorities have only a bureaucratic role as controllers of the
correct accomplishment of procedures;

• risk classes have to be assigned to products, in relation to their level of sensibility;
risk analysis should be based on excise rates, smuggling  and frauds statistics...

• sampling controls at boarders should be piloted by classes of risk;

• the principal needs to verify registered trades before presentation of the guarantee
and shipment of goods.



 Chapter 3

ICT programmes for

the European Union customs administrations

Summary

It was clear from the early stages that the Single Market would have required stronger
integration among customs administrations and that this would have concerned Information
Systems as well.

Besides, it was right to expect that extensive application of information networks would have
made up for the inadequacy and inconsistency of the customs system described in the
previous chapter. The report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Common Transit System
clearly expresses such expectations.

As a matter of fact a number of projects concerning the electronic interchange of
standardised data and information has been launched since the early 80s to achieve that
aim.

Despite several of these projects have been launched on time, results still leave much to be
desired in comparison with original objectives. Albeit some applications have been
implemented and are operational, unfortunately they still seem insufficient to solve the crisis
of the whole system.

This chapter provides a brief and general description of the programmes achieved and of the
ones still in progress; the following chapters deal with some outstanding applications in
details.

3.1 Brief history of EU Commission projects

 To achieve integration among the European Union Customs Administrations, a number of
projects concerning the electronic interchange of standardised data and information (such as
INSIS and CADDIA) has been launched since the early 80s.

 INSIS (from 1983 to 1992) was aimed at promoting the use of Information Technology for
information exchange among Member States and the European Union institutions.

 CADDIA covered (from 1987 to 1992) the automation of customs information and trade
statistical procedures as well as the co-ordination of national projects with the general aim to
promote standardisation at European Union level.

 A major attempt to develop a co-ordinated and synergetic approach for the management of
Information Technology projects is represented by the IDA programme25, whose decision
was adopted in 1995 for a period of three years. The IDA programme subsumed the
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objectives of other expired projects (INSIS and CADDIA mentioned above) as well, dealing
with electronic data interchange in various fields.

 The IDA programme was intended to reach a harmonised implementation of technical
solutions providing at the same time financial contribution to accomplish these objectives.

 Within IDA, financial support was awarded to the practical implementation of projects of
different sectors and DG III was in charge of the management of IDA’s projects; with
particular reference to customs and taxation fields, the Council Decision established that the
following projects would have been developed (and consequently financed) under IDA:

• VIES (VAT Information Exchange System)

• Excise Control

• Quota

• Scent/CIS-Fiscal (System Customs Enforcement NETwork)

• Taric (Tarif Integree Communitaire)

• EBTI (European Binding Tariff Information)

• Transit

• CCN/CSI (Common Communication Network/Common System Interface)

 The Council decision adopting the IDA programme detailed:

• the procedure to comply with in order to obtain approval of measures;

• the different kinds of actions to be funded by the Community;

• the criteria to be respected for Community funding.

 Since DG XXI is in charge of the management of taxation and customs policy and the
elaboration of guidelines in these fields to establishing a common framework within the
European Union, co-operation among different directions (DG XXI and DGIII) was
indispensable during that period.

 In December 1996 all customs projects26 mentioned above were regrouped under a new
five-year programme “Customs 2000”27, under DG XXI’s responsibility, which received part
of the 1997 IDA budget to fulfil its purposes.

 The Parliament and Council Decision approved half of the whole Customs 2000 budget (23
out of 50 mil. ECU) to be devoted to the development of computerisation projects.

 Taxation projects financed by IDA (namely VIES, Scent, Excise Control) were regrouped
with others (EMVS, EDT) by a Parliament and Council Decision in 1998 adopting the five
year action Fiscalis Programme28. The aim of the programme, which is related to the indirect
taxation system, is to improve computerisation as well as the training of officials in these
fields.

                                               
 26 The CCN/CSI project is actually financed by both Customs 2000 and Fiscalis, as this network supports the
functioning of customs and taxation applications.
 27 Decision No 210/97/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 December 1996.
 28 Decision No 888/98/CE of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 March 1998.



 As regards the expenditure for the implementation of the programme, it was established that
it has to be shared among the Community and the Member States; in particular:

• costs related to development, purchase, installation and maintenance of “Community
components” (hardware, software and network connections common to all Member
States) are sustained by the Community;

• costs concerning development, purchase installation and maintenance of “non-
Community” components (national databases, networks connection between
Community and non-Community components) are sustained by the Member States.

3.2 Results and projects under development

 A detailed overview of the projects under Customs 2000 and Fiscalis, developed by the
Commission, is shown in the tables below; the projects have been divided into two main
classes:

• applications already operational;

• applications under development, with the indication of the state of play and expected
achievements.

The applications already operational are included in Table 1.

These applications cover, more or less, all critical aspects brought about by the Single
Market. However it should be noted that already operational programmes in Transit and
Excise areas do not support the monitoring of administrative transactions, but are limited to
storage and information classification (SEED, EDT, TCT, TCO).

Subject Project Operational since Programme

VAT VIES ‘93 Fiscalis

Frauds AFIS ‘88 Fiscalis and Cust. 2000

SCENT ‘92 Fiscalis

Transit TCT

TCO

‘95

‘95

Customs 2000

Excise SEED

EDT

‘94

‘93

Fiscalis

Tariffes EBTI

TARIC

QUOTA

Unit Values

TCO

Tariff Suspension Application

IPR

ECICS

Partly since ‘92

‘90

‘89

‘93

‘95

 ‘97

‘97

‘93

Customs 2000

Table 1 - Applications already operational



Applications planned to manage transactions on real time in order face the critical aspects of
the system are still under progress. These applications mainly concern Transit and Excise
transactions and communication among MS customs administrations. The majority of these
projects are scheduled to start next year.

Subject Project Scheduled for Programme

Communications CCN/CSI

ACoNET

 03/99

not defined

Fiscalis and Customs 2000

Transit TCP (NTCS)

TCO

2003

‘95

Customs 2000

Excise EMCS Feasibility study
starts in ‘99

Fiscalis

Tariffes CN

OrNet

DDS

03/99

end of ’99

not defined

Customs 2000

Table 2 - Applications under development

3.3 Brief description of projects in progress

3.3.1 Communications

DG XXI established to develop an ad hoc communication system to connect the customs
administrations of all Member States, with the aim to fulfil security standards. Firstly VIES
(VAT control) and then NCTS (transit control) will be the applications to be migrated on this
network, that should be operational within the first half of 1999.

Project Description State of Play Development Programme

CCN/CSI

Common
Communications
Network/Common
System Interface.

Communication
network for file transfer
and interactive data
exchange among
Customs
administrations as well
as with the
Commission

Operational
by the end of
1998

High potential
for Information
Systems
developed by
DGXXI

Fiscalis and
Customs
2000

AcoNet Internet based
communication system
for indirect taxation

Feasibility
study

Fiscalis



3.3.2 VAT

The VAT control system has been one of the first applications to be implemented and it is
considered, by the Member States and DG XXI, the most successful project already
achieved. Nevertheless uncertainties have already been raised on its real effectiveness to
prevent frauds29.

Project Description State of Play Development Programme

VIES

VAT Information
Exchange System

System to exchange
VIES data on intra-
Community
transactions

Operational
since 1993

VIES will be
included in
AcoNet

Fiscalis

3.3.3 Frauds

Some ICT applications have been operational for some years in order to fight frauds.
However these systems mostly exchange destructured information and consequently their
effectiveness is rather limited.

Project Description State of Play Development Programme

AFIS

Anti Fraud Information
Systems

System linking the
Commission and
national Customs
Administrations acting
as a backbone for
SCENT, CIS, EWS
and other

Operational
with 400
terminals
within the
Community
since 1988

SCENT is
running in its 3rd

version

Fiscalis and
Customs
2000

SCENT

Secure Customs
Enforcement Network

Message exchange
system among the
Commission and the
Member States

Operational
with 400
terminals
within the
Community

3rd release Fiscalis

The architecture of the SCENT network is shown in Annex 3, Figure 1.

3.3.4 Transit

The main weakness in the transit system is to be solved by the NCTS project, that will use
the CCN/CSI communication network (after the implementation of the latter). This system
will be discussed in the next chapters.

Other mentioned projects (TCT and TCO) already operational support the present paper-
based procedure (ICT tools to help customs offices to facilitate identification of fraud cases).

                                               
29 Court of Auditors in the Official Journal of the EC



Project Description State of Play Development Programme

TCP (NTCS)

Transit
Computerization
Project

(New Computerized
Transit System)

System linking national
customs
administrations to sort
transit documents
among customs offices

Under
development

The system
will link 22
customs
administrations
(European
Union, EFTA
and V-4)

Customs
2000

TCT

Transfert des Cachets
de Transit

Electronic exchange of
scanner images of
stamps confirming the
transit of goods

Operational
since ‘95

Customs
2000

TCO

Transfert des Cachets
d’Origine

Electronic exchange of
scanner images of
stamps confirming the
origin of goods

Operational
since ‘95

Customs
2000

3.3.5 Excise

ICT tools already operational are databases for consultation. An application to control the
movements of sensible goods is not yet available: the project to achieve this aim is still in the
Feasibility Study phase.

Project Description State of Play Development Programme

SEED

System for Exchange
of Excise Data

Database for tax
warehouses and
registered operators

Operational.
Using AFIS
Email since
1998

Fiscalis

EMCS

Excise Movement and
Control System

System designed to
resolve the weakness
of the current paper
based system

Feasibility
study to be
delivered in
1999

Fiscalis

EDT

Excise Duty Tables

Database containing
the tables of rates of
excise in the MS

Operational
since 1994

Updating
necessary

Fiscalis

3.3.6 Tariffs

The harmonised computerisation of tariffs has been solved by the development of various
applications, some of them being already operational. These applications are no doubt
easier to be achieved and managed than the applications dealing with transit and excise
control; as a matter of fact the former do not have to manage a large number of
transactions. In fact their main function is the computerised updating of tariff information
stored in national databases following the updating of information performed in central
databases (located at the Commission’s offices). The architecture of the TARIC application
is shown in Annex 3, Figure 2.

Project Description State of Play Development Programme



Project Description State of Play Development Programme

EBTI

European Binding
Tariff Information

Database of national
official decisions on
goods classification to
ba applied at
Community level

Partially
operational
since ‘92

Future
migration on
CCN/CSI

Customs
2000

TARIC

TARiff Integré
Communnautaire

Information System for
customs tariffs
application;

some 15000 tariffs on
line in 11 languages

Operational.
since ‘90

Taric codes
are to be used
in customs
declarations
and statistical
declarations
on commerce
with third
countries

Future
migration on
CCN/CSI

Customs
2000

Tariff Classification
System

System to search the
correct nomenclature

Started in
1993 exist a
pilot version
limited to
chapter 4.

Stopped

Fully
operational

Customs
2000

QUOTA The system
encompasses tariff
quotas, ceilings and
preferential tariffs. It is
used to determine the
suitability of applying
safeguards measures
and in the fight against
fraud

Operational
since 1989
but it needs
redevelopmet
to avoid the
year 2000
problem

New version
scheduled for
implementatio
n in 1999

Customs
2000

Unit Values The system receives
data on price of
agriculture products

Developed in
Unix and
operational
since 1993-94

Customs
2000

Project Description State of Play Development Programme

DDS

Data Dissemination
Systems

Architecture designed
for on-line consultation
via web technology
and manages requests
for data extractions

The first
release will
cover Taric,
ECICS and
Quota

Initially it will
be available
for a limited
number of
economic
operators and
then to the
public

Customs
2000



Project Description State of Play Development Programme

CN

Combined
Nomenclature

System for
computerised
production of
documents on the
regulation of
Combined
Nomenclature

Planned to be
partially
operational in
March 1999

Operational
within the year
2000

Customs
2000

OrNet

Origin Network

Database of official
decision on the
classificarion of the
origin of goods

Implemented
by the end of
1998

Customs
2000

Tariff Suspension
Application

System with 1000
descriptions of goods
in 11 languages to
prepare 5 yearly
regulstions of 200
pages each

Operational
since ‘97. It is
used in place
of cut and
paste

Customs
2000

ECICS

European Customs
Inventory of Chemical
Substances

List of 35400 names
(on 28600 chemical
substances in 11
languages with CN
classification

Operational
since ‘93

Accessible via
web

Customs
2000

IPR

Inward Processing
Relief

Database accessible
by Commission and
Member States

Operational
since ‘97

Customs
2000



Chapter 4

State-of-the-art of

National Customs Information Systems

Summary

In the context of the development of a European network, the assessment of national
customs information systems can help understand:

• if the different national systems are evolving towards a unique information system;

• if they can really support the exchange of messages required by the European
network.

 To evaluate the state of the art, we visited the General Directions of Customs
Administrations in the following countries:

• Italy

• The Netherlands

• Germany

• France

• Belgium

• Spain

The information gathered at national level concern:

• controls and customs administration procedures supported by information systems;

• information available on computer;

• information and communication technologies and systems used in customs
administration: hardware, operative systems, applications, networks and databases;

• existing investment programmes for the development of information systems in
national customs administration.

National customs administrations in EU Member States are equipped with Information
Systems that have been leading to improve service efficiency to their customers (the State
and the traders) above all as regards the import-export declarations.

 After these meetings, we can easily declare that the prospect of a unique customs



information system at European level is very remote. No visited country showed an interest
in this solution; on the contrary, they are all making investment in the opposite direction, in
the improvement of their own systems, each one independently form the others.

 On the other hand, no outstanding technological problems emerged to achieve the
development of the European network, even if (not too high) investments are required to
hardware and software upgrading. Probably the worst situation is experienced by Germany,
where different and not integrated applications are still operational, thus suffering major
integration problems with foreign countries.

 

 The results of the interviews can be summarised as follows:

 Technological and organisational aspects:

⇒ import and export declarations are computerised in all the visited countries, managed  on
information systems that generally date back to several years ago;

⇒ the majority of customs offices in each country is computerised; these computerised
offices usually carry out at least 95% of customs declarations;

⇒ the rate of electronic declarations directly submitted by traders via EDI or DTI is
significant, even if this rate varies according to the country considered;

⇒ each country manages successfully the European applications already implemented
(TARIC, VIES, AFIS, SCENT), but the level of commitment to integrate these applications
with national Information Systems is not homogeneous;

⇒ the transit procedure, introduced at European level in  the 90s, is still paper based at
international level; only one country (Spain) is already running a national application to
control transit operation, that can be considered the precursor of NCTS;

⇒ it is not uncommon to find other still paper based procedures, especially as far as excise
duties and goods control are concerned;

 Investment programmes:

⇒ the majority of the selected countries is carrying on development projects of the national
information system to fulfil the following purposes:

⇒ computerised and integrated management of all customs procedures;

⇒ improvement of the integration with the trade, making use of standardised technological
means (general adoption of EDI standards of communication);

⇒ improvement of the integration with the other Member States.

⇒ it is to be noted that some Customs Administrations associate organisational redesign to
technological projects, according to the principles of the most up to date ICT
methodologies.

European projects

General concern has been expressed on the achievement of the Transit computerisation;
this is mostly related to the respect of deadlines, as delays have already been experienced
in the past years. In other cases, the willingness to invest money and human resources in
the Transit project is rather weak.

Some programmes still need a higher level of integration with the national system (SEED,
SCENT) while general satisfaction has been shown as far as VIES is concerned.

 



 

 The report on the interviews carried out is presented in this chapter. A synthesis of technical
information is provided in the table below.

 

NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

IT BL NL FR ES DE

Customs
Dept.
Structure

1 centre 1 centre 1 centre 2 centres 1 centre 7 centres

Mainframe BULL DPS
7000

BULL DPS
9000

COMPAREX
(IBM) (*)

BULL DPS
7000

9672 IBM SIEMENS

Operating
System

GCOS 7 GCOS8 MVS/ESA (*) GCOS 7 OS390 BS2000

Database UFAS IDS II/DM IV n.a. IDS II ADABAS/DB II SESAM

Network WAN
ITAPAC; in

the near
future
private
network

Intranet

BILAN

WAN WAN
TRANSPAC

WAN n.a.

Peripheral level

Computerise
d:

-Customs
offices.

263 out of
530

All (60) All (36) All (291) All (75) All (500)

Client/server
architecture

- Servers

- LAN

- DB

YES

BULL Escala

YES

Oracle

NO YES

n.a.

YES

n.a.

In 1999 NO

After 1999

NO

Terminal
emulation

none 67% n.a. 100% 100% 100%

Stand alone
PC

none 33% n.a. none none none

Traders

DTI NO YES YES YES NO n.a.

EDI YES NO YES At the end of
1999

YES YES

(*) Data gathered from CCN/CSI specifications

 n.a. = information not available





Belgian and Luxembourg Customs Administrations

Customs procedures

The Information Systems used by Belgian Customs Administration is SADBEL (Système
Automatisé de Dédouanement pour la Belgique et le Luxembourg). This application, whose
development started in the early 80s in order to computerise accounting procedures in
Customs Administrations, manages the computerised customs declarations. The application
was developed by the IT Department of Customs Administration with the aid of Bull
programmers.

The mainframe is a BULL DPS 9000, with operating system GCOS8; the database is a
sequential IDS II/DM IV. Customs offices are equipped with PCs networks (LAN) connected
to the central administration via Bilan (Belgacom Interface for LAN). Bilan is an INTRANET
(therefore access is allowed only to customs offices) based on TCP/IP communication
protocols.

About 67% of Belgian customs offices (40 offices out of 60) as well as the 8 offices in
Luxembourg are connected to Bilan; the other Belgian offices (1/3) are computerised with
stand alone PCs.

In order to submit their customs declarations operators can connect directly to SADBEL:

• peer to peer connection using different communication networks (X.25, MSV1, 2780) or
VIP emulation terminals

• via connection to the DCS public network (owned by RTT), this one being connected to
SADBEL through  X.25 protocol.

 Connection to SADBEL is free: dealers sustain the cost of their own system and to
communicate (Belgian Telecom). A copy of SADBEL is available to run free tests.

 SADBEL supports the following activities:

• input of customs declarations (around 1 million import declarations and 900.000 export
declarations in 1997);

• control of registered data;

• data validation;

• printing of declarations.

 

 Operators are provided with a logical identification code for each customs office, thus
enabling not only identification by the system but also the management of guarantees. As a
matter of fact, each dealer has its own credit accounts in each customs office and, according
to Belgian legislation, the local chief is responsible for the management of credit accounts.

 All parameters required for data validation are managed on the mainframe, which checks
authorisation, correctness, consistency and credit accounts of each declaration.
Transactions are processed on by one: after validation, the record representing the
declaration is made available at the peripheral customs office, which can control goods



arrival and put in place check procedures if necessary.

 

 If declarations are submitted to customs offices not connected to the SADBEL network, data
entry is input on stand alone PCs in order to manage only:

• bookkeeping

• import

 Other essential data contained in the declaration are input in SADBEL for statistical
purposes using a terminal in the nearest customs office connected to the national network.

 Data from SADBEL are stored in a hierarchical database IDS II (being DBM IV the Database
Management System); at present 10 other databases are used to store data concerning
other customs procedures, the database for import/export (data on goods classification,
origin, VAT and so on).

NCTS

 The Common/Community transit is not computerised, and TIR is paper-based as well.

 The future implementation of the NCTS application seems to be rather complex.

 The CCN/CSI network has already been completed: the UNIX platform has been interfaced
to the operating system GCOS 8 and to the TCP/IP network. Tests on this architecture were
successful, but it has not been used yet and as long as NCTS is not operational it will remain
an “empty box”.

 As the NCTS standard application is being developed under Unix and Windows NT, the
Belgian Customs Administration can choose between:

• the development of a national NCTS application based on GCOS 8 and data transfer
to the database of NCTS;

• the implementation of the standard application and development of an application to
interface the NCTS data structure with GCOS 8.

Unfortunately, both alternatives show remarkable difficulties. As a matter of fact, the
application to translate the data of the national information system in the EDIFACT standard
is not yet available, GCOS 8 is a rather old operating system and the development of a
national application would be complicated and expensive.

 On the other hand the development of the interface between the national system and
Windows NT is complex and scarcely effective, as already proved by the CCN/CSI project.

 The Belgium IT Department has not yet made a definitive choice on the best solution to be
adopted, even if it is likely they will adopt the standard application.

 Budgetary and human resources shortage is one of the main problems; the IT staff consists
of:

• 10 programmers for the management of the central applications (SADBEL and
others), currently trained on Unix;

• 5 programmers for system management and maintenance.

In order to develop new projects, such as NCTS, external support (Bull programmers) would
be essential.



Other European Union programmes and applications

Excise duties

Excise offices are part of the Customs Administration but they are not connected to the
mainframe at central level: stand-alone PCs are available to manage the Administrative
Covering Document, but 90% of the documents are paper based.

The calculation of excise duties on non-Community goods is done at central level on the
system.

The calculation of excise duties on Community goods is not managed on SADBEL,
operators are not even connected to the application and therefore weekly registrations of
movements are paper based.

The application SEED is operational and it is connected to SADBEL via file transfer.

VIES

The VAT system is managed by the Tax Administration on its own Information System
(Siemens H90/G2 with Operating System BS2000).

SCENT

At present the SCENT application is run on 25 PCs connected to the European Commission
through DCS X.25 network using TCP/IP communication protocol.

The application does not exchange data with the other applications of the Information
System of the Belgian Customs Administration: no effort (like data collection and elaboration
at central level) is made to rationalise the received information in order to use them for risk
analysis.

TARIC

TARIC is a PC based application, already operational and connected with GCOS8 operating
system.

PCs have been recently connected with Windows NT (October 1998); currently all EU
applications are based on peer to peer connection between customs office and the
European Commission, taking advantage of the location of the Commission in Brussels.

Planned development of the Information System

The Belgian Customs Administrations have already planned the upgrade of their operating
system, so that a higher level backup system will be available (JUPITER SR 4500).

Another improvement already planned is the replacement of SADBEL FEP with a mainway
TCP/IP compatible with the Unix server used for NCTS.

Furthermore, the general Secretariat and the Customs Administration will be managed on
the same mainframe (while the Tax Administration will continue to use its own mainframe).

As a consequence one of the mainframes will be used to develop applications and for
backup purposes.



Apart from these isolated upgrading projects the national IT Department has not planned
new national projects in the near future. For example the National Administration has
established that requested investments to connect the stand alone PCs customs offices to
the network would not be justified by the scarce number of customs operations they carry
on.

As far as EU projects are concerned, new applications will not be available in short time:
Belgium is not in included among the countries taking part to the piloting phase of NCTS in
1999.



Italian Customs Administration

Customs procedures

The main information system of Italian customs administration is AIDA (Automazione
Integrata Dogane e Accise).

The elaboration of data is based on a three processing level architecture (see Annex 3,
Figure 3 ).

The system, which goes back to the middle 70s, was developed in order to manage
accounting procedures in the districts with the highest concentration of customs declarations
and transactions.

This architecture is currently being revised, leading to the elimination of the Regional EDP
Centres. Up to now, only 3 out of the existing 8 Regional EDP Centres are still operational
and it has been planned they will be eliminated as well by the beginning of 1999.

The Central System is based on 11 BULL DPS 7000, with operating system GCOS 7 and
UFAS database (sequential database); it is connected to customs offices (and to the
Regional EDP centres till the end of 1998) via the WAN ITAPAC, owned by the Italian
Telecom.

263 out of 530 customs offices are computerised, carrying out 98.5% of customs operations;
workstations in customs offices (486/Pentium PCs) are connected via LAN to the server
(BULL Escala, operating system UNIX/AIX and Oracle database).

The customs computerised system is based on real time transactions, activated via terminal
by sending message codes and carried out with the TDS monitoring; at present the Italian
information system manages 350 customs transactions, with the relevant exception of transit
procedures.

The main functions supported by AIDA are:

⇒ management of import and export declarations (around 2 million import declarations and
4.5 million export declaration in 1996):

• capture and registration,

• selection of goods to be controlled,

• collection of duties,

• release of goods;

⇒ registration of goods and temporary storage;

⇒ data transmission to national statistic and accounting agencies as well as to the
European Commission.

 Traders can submit their declarations:

• on paper (30% of declarations): in this case data are captured at customs offices;

• by floppy disk (60% of declarations, operational since the early 80s);



• via EDI (10% of declarations, operational from the beginning of 1998 with 800 traders
connected at present).

Traders can establish EDI connection to the customs offices using different equipments
(ranging from PC to mainframe). Data are exchanged via ITAPAC network using X.25, X.28,
X.32 communication protocols and FTAM, FTP and others to transfer files. The interface
software is provided by the Customs Administration.

Even if traders submit declarations via EDI, they have nonetheless to show at the customs
office, except when submitting the simplified declaration. A legal proposal to amend this
regulation and convey legal value to declarations submitted via EDI is under study.

NCTS

 Italy is one of the five Member States that will take part to the testing phase of the NCTS
application. Italy is particularly interested in the project, as community/common transit is still
a paper-based procedure: a rapid computerisation of the management of transit transactions
is considered essential to improve anti-fraud actions and the effective management of the
overall transit procedure. Furthermore, the NCTS project is seen as an important step in the
direction of effective procedure harmonisation at European level.

 The Italian customs administration has chosen to develop an in-house national application to
support transit procedure. The national application will be integrated with some modules
(ECN) of the European standard application that allow to exchange EDIFACT messages; for
this reason the Italian representatives asked for the development of these modules to be
achieved as primary goal.

 As regards the management of international diversion the Italian customs administration will
develop this functionality within the application, but only at national level.

Other European Union programmes and applications

SCENT

A working group at central level has been created with the task to manage and elaborate
destructured information contained in SCENT messages. The final purpose is to convert
these data, elaborating INFAM in a database, in such format that can be used to improve
risk analysis assessment.

Taric

The national TARIC database (Oracle) is daily updated via the ITAPAC network, using X.28
and X.32 communication protocols; the TARIC database is made available to customs
offices (through the ITAPAC network) for inquiries.

The efficient use of TARIC is prevented by Italian legislation, because legal validation is
conferred only after the publication on the Italian Gazzetta Ufficiale.

Moreover, if updated TARIC data contain mistakes, the revision of duties already calculated
is mandatory according to the Italian legislation.

VIES

The VIES information system is fully operational and managed with no problems. Traders



communicate monthly data either via floppy disk (70% of declarations) or paper.

Planned development of the Information System

The Italian Customs Administration has planned to abandon ITAPAC in order to use the
FISCO/INAIL network, a private network belonging to the Ministry of Finance.

As soon as the NCTS project is operational, the management of transit procedures will be
integrated with import and export declarations.

Other important development projects already planned involve:

• the simplified procedure computerisation considering the use of EDI and of the
automated selection of goods to be controlled;

• the integration of SCENT/CIS information in risk analysis and selection monitoring.



Dutch Customs Administration

Customs procedures

The architecture of the Dutch Information System is shown in Annex 3, Figure 4.

A central mainframe is connected via WAN to customs offices LANs through gateways.

PCs at customs offices are connected through LANs (client/server architecture); there are
also stand alone and terminal emulation PCs; all 36 Dutch Customs offices are
computerised.

The main applications supporting customs procedures are:

• Rodos and Vipprog, supporting summary declarations at Rotterdam harbour and
Schiphol airport respectively;

• Sagitta, supporting import and export declarations;

• an application supporting clearance;

• an application to manage accounting.

 Traders can submit customs declarations:

• via their own Information System interfacing a self-made application to the Customs
Information System;

• via EDI using EDITAX communication system, provided free of charge by Customs
Administration. It is a DOS application requiring frequent updates and therefore it is
likely to be replaced by an Internet based application;

• using applications made by software houses built in accordance with Customs
Direction’s specifications.

 Traders are not allowed by Dutch legislation to be connected directly with the Customs
Information System. Traders are connected one another via standardised EDI applications
providers build in accordance with the correct standard defined by the Dutch Customs
Administration.

 At present electronic customs declarations are submitted as follows:

• 20% of summary declarations of goods coming by sea on Rodos (80% requires data
entry)

• 70% of summary declarations of goods coming by air on Vipprog (30% requires data
entry)

• 87% of import declarations on Sagitta (out of 2.4 mil. declarations/year)

• 23% of export declarations on Sagitta

At present these applications are not integrated: for example, data from Vipprog have to be
entered again in Sagitta. Sagitta 2000, the new application under development, will be a
completely integrated declaration processing system according to the Customs Community
Code.



NCTS

Transit computerisation is very crucial for the Dutch Customs Administration, as they
manage on average 4 million transit documents per year and Dutch companies represent
40% of the European transport industry. Community/common transit will be computerised in
the new release of Sagitta 2000, whose development will be completed in 5 years.

In the meanwhile only the Netherlands will use the standard transit application to be
developed by the European Commission (MCC: Minimum Common Core – see chapter 8).
As The Netherlands take part to the piloting phase of NCTS scheduled to start within the end
of 1999, they will provide a ß test environment, where the prototype and its further
development are going to be tested.

If new and further delays in the implementation of the NCTS application will be experienced,
the Dutch customs will abandon the transitional phase based on the use of the MCC and will
adopt their national application integrated in Sagitta 2000.

Other European Union programmes and applications

Taric

 The TARIC database on the Dutch mainframe is daily updated from the database of the
European Commission. The connection is established via dedicated line between the
Commission and a stand-alone PC located in the Customs Administration. Within Customs
Administration TARIC is available through an Intranet, while traders can access the TARIC
database directly through the Internet (for safety reason another copy of TARIC is available
on the stand alone PC to be accessed via the Internet).

Excise duties

 Excise duties are computerised in an ad hoc information system that will not be modified by
the project Sagitta 2000. A central database will be created at national level, in order to
extract information to be sent to other Member States.

 SEED is already operational: the Dutch database (running on one of the three mainframes of
the Dutch customs administrations) is connected to the central database in Brussels. The
connection is established via dedicated line between the Commission and a PC located at
the Dutch Customs administration: updated data are then downloaded from the PC to the
mainframe

 At present the exchange of information on excise movement is based on post (exchange of
paper documentation or floppy disks).

Planned development of the Information System

The Dutch customs administration has planned outstanding improvements of their
information system, the most remarkable one being the already mentioned project Sagitta
2000.

The start of the project was established in order to support the processing of the
supplementary declaration, but then they decided to widen the field of action of the project.
Sagitta 2000 will in fact overcome the present separation of the different information systems



in use (Rodos, Vipprog, Sagitta, clearance application), managing the various customs
procedures and declarations in one integrated application, according to the provisions of the
Community Customs Code.

The project, that is likely to last five years, seems to be very ambitious:

• 90 programmers are full-time involved in the project;

• a completely new technological platform (DCE/Enchina) will be the basis for the new
system, under development using a new tool (GEN); the new system will support not
only traditional activities, but it will allow data-warehousing and data mining as well.

 The project is founded on the most up-to-date standards not only from a technological point
of view (building a new information system pursuant to the modularity concept) but also from
an organisational point of view. In fact the definition of specification will be consequent to the
analysis and organisational re-engineering (processes redesign, workflow management
system).

 The expected advantages of the implementation of the new information system can be
summarised as follows:

• conformity to the customs code;

• EDI based declaration processes;

• single data entry (no duplication of declaration data);

• timely calculation and entrance into the accounts of the customs department;

• check on timeliness, completeness and correctness,

• improved selection mechanism;

• uniform provision of data to external relations;

• automatic writing off of previous customs procedure.



German Customs Administration

Customs declarations

The German Customs Information System dates back to the 70s, when applications to
manage various customs procedures were gradually developed by different computer
centres.

The result was a series of separate computerised applications built to manage different and
customs procedures in an isolated way. This “traditional” architecture, that is currently being
revised and updated, was based on terminals at customs offices connected to the
mainframe of a specific computer centre supporting the appropriate application.

It has to be noted that all these information systems manage different procedures and do not
communicate.

The main information systems operating to manage import procedures are:

⇒ ALFA, the automated air freight clearance system for import declarations of goods; its
main functions can be summarised as follows:

• registration of air cargo shipments; data are directly captured by traders via terminal
emulation or transmitted to the customs via airlines’ own information system via a
computer linkup;

• keeping the presentation ledger for non-air cargo shipments: non-Community goods
not imported by air are registered in a computerised presentation ledger

• customs clearance activities, mainly used to clear goods  for home use and collect
duties for individual declarations.

⇒ DOUANE, the computerised clearance system used for import declarations by land, rail,
sea; it performs the same functions of ALFA at non-airport customs offices (exception
made for the registration of air cargo).

⇒ ZADAT, the system supporting the settlement of general entries from import of goods
and customs declarations under the simplified customs warehousing procedure when
goods are cleared.

⇒ KOBRA, the application supporting the management of export information in the areas of
chemical, nuclear, defence and advanced technology.

The project HARMONIE has involved the upgrading of hardware infrastructures at customs
offices (500 in all). Pentium PCs have been recently connected to UNIX servers via CN in
each customs office (apart from the smallest one); communication among customs offices
(and their servers) is based on X.400-protocoll, and on a  X.25-network.

The smaller customs offices are still not equipped with servers: VIP emulation terminals are
connected to severs in larger offices via CISCO router.

Other customs procedures are managed on a Windows-NT client (payment of duties,
creation of letters of enquiry,..) connected to another UNIX server in the same customs
office via TCP/IP network.



Mainframes for traditional applications are located in seven different computer centres (in
Berlin, Frankfurt, Düsseldorf, Hannover, Karlsruhe, Hamburg and Stuttgart).

The procedures and tasks mentioned above are managed at these computer centres using
different technologies: five of them are still equipped with SIEMENS BS2000 mainframe.
Each procedure is supported by an individual proprietary SESAM database. Data are
transmitted from one Datacentre to the other using X.25 communication protocols.

No computerised procedure has been yet developed to manage community/common transit.

ALFA, DOUANE and ZADAT can manage release for free circulation and payment of duties
via EDI: the customs administration provides the interface, but operators have to develop the
EDI software. At present no legal value is awarded to these EDI based procedures, so
traders and customs have to exchange paper documentation as well.

The new information system ATLAS has been under development for three years; the new
hardware architecture is almost complete, as all customs offices are now computerised and
by the end of the year PCs in customs offices will be connected via LANs. ATLAS’ integrated
application will support all the tasks to be accomplished in connection with customs
procedures and therefore replace the existing IT customs procedures (ALFA, DOUANE,
ZADAT, etc).

The Electronic Customs Tariff, the first ATLAS application, is already operational. It is based
on data coming from national databases, TARIC and WCO in order to allow calculation of
duties for customs declarations.

NCTS

 Germany has chosen to develop a national application to communicate with the other
Member States; the few customs offices taking part to the pilot phase starting within the end
of 1999 have already been chosen.

Other European Union programmes and applications

Taric

 Data from TARIC database in Brussels are received by the Oracle database in Karlsruhe;
the updating is completed adding national data and the provider transfers the final result via
satellite (all customs offices are equipped with satellite receivers).

 Data out of validity continue however to be available on the system as it can manage the
period of validity.

 Traders are not allowed to be connected directly to the database of Customs Administration;
access to this information is provided by an authorised softwarehouse: traders can connect
directly with the softwarehouse’s database or buy their CD-Roms. By the end of the year the
Customs Administration will stop printing the tariff.

 The problem of mistakes in applying the tariff will be easily managed as soon as declarations
are computerised (ATLAS), as the system will support the automatic extraction of the
declarations where wrong calculation of duties has been applied.

Excise

 The database for the excise applications is located on a BS2000-mainframe in Stuttgart; all



updated information is communicated to the other Member States via the EU-application
SEED. An MS-DOS client (at the Regional Office in Stuttgart) supports the SEED database
with a CISCO-Router-Connection to the DG XXI in Brussels.

EBTI

 EBTI database is received via ISDN network in Frankfurt, where the national database is
updated. Being distributed databases not available, the customs offices have to connect to
the central database in Frankfurt; they can search the documents of interest and copy them
in their local system.

Scent

 Risk analysis will be computerised within ATLAS.

Planned development of the Information System

The German Customs Administration has been developing a new Information System,
aiming to support all customs procedures.

The IT procedure ATLAS will be based on 4 different modules:

• the Electronic Customs Tariff (already operational), which provides information for
classification assistance and determination of duty rate and duty calculation;

• Import: this procedure will support customs registration and clearance of imported
non-Community goods under normal and simplified procedures; the integration of this
module with the Electronic Customs tariff will allow to automatically choose the
applicable measures and calculate the import duties;

• Customs procedures of economic importance to support surveillance and specific
procedures such as inward and outward processing, temporary use, etc.;

• Export: the most important procedures supported are export, re-exportation and
transit procedures.

 All these procedures will be integrated and EDI based (standard EDIFACT): written
declarations and administrative acts are to be replaced by electronic exchange of standard
messages with a remarkable reduction of the paper produced. The Customs Administration
will provide operators with the interface to be used with the X.400 communication protocol,
while customs offices will use a UNIX server with Windows NT clients.

 These new procedures will use distributed Databases (Oracle), while data storage will be
centralised (on a UNIX-server or mainframe). Software updating will be based on satellite
and wire transmission.

 At present the module Import is in the pilot phase: the software is ready and it is being tested
by one customs office together with an important company, a forwarder and some
merchants.

 The normal procedure will be ready to use in April 1999 and the simplified one in July 1999.

 As far as the module Export, provisional dates for release are:

• 2001 for simplified procedure;

• 2003 for normal procedure.



French Customs Administration

Customs procedures

Two main information centres manage computerised customs procedures:

⇒ CID (Centre Informatique Douanier) is the operational centre located in Osny and
responsible for:

• the management of the majority of customs procedures as well as indirect taxation;

• the management of the network;

• the development of specific customs applications.

⇒ DNSCE (Direction Nationale des Statistiques et du Commerce Extérieur) is the structure
located in Toulouse and responsible for statistical elaboration and data dissemination.

 DNSCE data are collected on paper and magnetic support by 6 regional information centres.
The Toulouse centre is equipped with 1 IBM 9121 with operating systems VM/ESA and
MVS/ESA; the database used is SUPRA (CINCOM).

 CID is equipped with 4 BULL DPS 7000 with operating system GCOS 7 to manage daily
business and development programmes; the database used is IDS II. One BULL Escala
GCOS 6 supports the national application TARIF.

 Some UNIX servers are available to support various applications (for instance VIES and
INGRID, an application supporting management control of service activities)

 One of the most important CID information systems is SOFI, which supports customs
declarations. It dates back to the middle 70s, when it was originally developed to manage
customs procedures at Orly airport and then gradually extended to all French customs
offices.

 SOFI is a centralised transactional system, based on a BULL DPS 7000 with operating
system GCOS 7 and IDS II database.

 All 291 customs offices are directly connected to SOFI via terminal emulation PCs through
the TRANSPAC public network (line X25 and TCPIP communication protocol). At present
customs offices are not equipped with internal LANs.

 SOFI supports 43 applications, whose main functions are listed below:

• management of import and export declarations submitted under normal and simplified
procedures (data capture, control and validation, selection of goods to be controlled,
duties calculation and collection, release of goods);

• data transmission to the national statistic centre (DNSCE);

• data transmission via EDI to other applications (for instance to ADEMAR, the
application supporting declarations and temporary storage at Le Havre port);

• management of TIR carnets.



 Traders are allowed to submit their declarations:

• on paper: in this case data entry is made at customs offices, where traders can use
terminals at their disposal to submit declarations as well; 33%30 of intra-community
declarations and 15% of extra-community declarations are submitted using this
means;

• by floppy disk: 43% of computerised intra-community declarations and 15% of
computerised extra-community declarations;

• via DTI: more than 2000 operators are directly connected to the SOFI system, directly
submitting 54% of computerised extra-community declarations; on the other hand this
means is actually not used for intra-community declarations;

• via teletransmission.

NCTS

 France will not take part to the pilot phase of the NCTS application (MCC testing). The
customs administration is however already engaged in the development of its own national
transit application (performed by an external contractor), on the basis of the functional and
technical specifications delivered by the Commission. The national application will be
integrated with the common services provided by the Commission in order to be able to
exchange transit messages with the other Member States.

Other European Union programmes and applications

SCENT

 SCENT is basically used as means to exchange messages to fight the phenomenon of
fraud. Messages received are stored in an Oracle database and relevant information can
then be manually integrated with the SOFI application that performs risk analysis.

Taric

 The database TARIF Integre is updated with TARIC data via line X.25, but their integration is
not yet automatic. As a matter of fact its diffusion, data structure and the absence of legal
value (this status is recognised only to EU regulations) prevent from the automatic
integration of the updated copy sent from the central database. A re-organisation of the
national tariff system will take into account the need for higher technological integration.

 A further projected development is the availability of tariff data on the Internet for
consultation purposes.

VIES

 From a technical point of view the VIES system is considered satisfactory, and it will be the
first application to migrate on CCN/CSI. However, actions to improve its quality have been
taken and a national application on the database has been developed for query purposes.

 

                                               
30 These data refer to the first half of 1998.



Excise

 Excise offices (420) are part of the customs administration, but excise duties procedures are
computerised only if the excise office is located within a customs office, otherwise they are
paper-based. A project to computerise the sector is under development, but its achievement
requires the necessary agreement with economic operators.

Planned development of the Information System

The French customs administration is currently reviewing the centralised architecture of its
information system, aiming to improve its robustness and security (ISM Access Master) as
well as the standardisation of systems (Unix, Windows) and protocols (TCP/IP, ISO). The
foreseen client-server architecture will also integrate the already existing systems of CID and
DNSCE (operating systems GCOS 7 and IBM).

Unix servers at CID and DNSCE will allow the connection between CID and DNSCE LANs
via TRANSPAC. Customs offices will be equipped with LANs as well.

The implementation of an EDI-based system (standard EDIFACT and communication
protocol X.400) will allow traders to submit their declarations under simplified procedures via
electronic means by the end of 1999; the pilot phase will start at Roissy airport in January
1999. The Unix server responsible for the management of the EDI system will be located at
CID and the automatic transmission of statistical data to the DNSCE will be guaranteed.

Traders will have to:

• develop/buy the software to exchange messages;

• pay an annual fee to the National Administration;

• pay a fee for each declaration submitted via EDI (it is to be noted that this fee is lower
than the one presently paid with SOFI).

French Chemical Laboratories will be computerised at the beginning of 1999.



Spanish Customs Administration

Customs procedures

The architecture of the Spanish Information System is shown in Annex 3, Figure 5.

All customs offices are equipped with 3270 terminal emulation PCs (around 400) and 3270
non-intelligent terminals (more than 1000), connected to the central mainframes. The
majority of the 75 offices is connected to the mainframe via the public network (owned by the
Spanish PTT – TELEFONICA S.A.) on dedicated line using the SNA communication
protocol; data from customs offices are sent to the central mainframe using provincial
concentrators.

The smallest offices are connected to the centre via X.25 communication protocols.

At central level, all customs applications run on three 9672 IBM mainframes, with OS390
V2.4 operating system and ADABAS/DB 2 database. One of the mainframe is connected to
the Internet to provide traders with various services (query on TARIC data, consultation of
the state of a EDI submitted declaration, etc.).

This central structure dates back to the middle 80s, and it is the result of the centralisation of
the once separated Information Systems managing customs administration on one hand and
direct and indirect taxation on the other.

The taxation Information System is however based on a three processing level architecture,
as 56 provincial structures with VSE mainframes and ADABAS database manage directly
some activities and consolidate local data to be sent to the centre.

Also the 5 Chemical Laboratories are directly connected via terminal emulation to the central
mainframe.

Around 90% of the whole customs business is managed by this centralised structure; the
remaining 10% concerns antifraud services (Vigilancia Aduanera) managed by a three
processing level (client-server) architecture. Office PCs are connected to the UNIX system
with Oracle database via X.25 network; the UNIX mainframe is connected to the 9672
hardware via a LAN.

The main function supported by the customs Information system are listed below:

• Import, export and transit declarations (capture and registration, selection of goods to
be controlled – risk analysis -, collection of duties, release of goods);

• management of guarantees

• VAT declarations

• Antifraud

• Statistical elaboration

Traders can submit their declarations31:

• on paper: 32% of import declarations and 20% of export declarations;

                                               
31 Data refer to 1998.



• via EDI: it was initially developed to support export declarations in 1995 (in 1998
around 80% of all export declarations were submitted via EDI) and it was extended to
import declarations in 1997 (in 1998, 68% of all import declarations).

In 1998 the Spanish Customs Administration managed 1 million of import declarations and 3
million of export declarations.

Around 10% declarations (in value) is submitted under Simplified Procedure and the monthly
declaration is presented on tape or magnetic support. However, within the first half of 1999
traders wishing to continue to be authorised for Simplified Procedure will have to conform to
the recent change in national legislation, that states as mandatory the use of EDI (EDIFACT
standard) to submit import, export and transit declarations.

NCTS

Spain is one of the five EU Members that will take part to the pilot phase of the NCTS
project, integrating and further developing their own national application (Transitos) on the
basis of the functional and technical specifications approved at Community level.

As other Member States, Spain agrees with the choice of an NCTS distributed architecture,
which would clearly safeguard the integration of their application with their information
system.

Transitos is a noteworthy program and the only existing example of computerised application
for transit management: it was developed in 1997 to manage transit procedure with EU,
Visegrad and EFTA countries as well as with Spanish free-trade zones (for instance Canary
Islands) and national movements between two customs offices.

This application is completely automated, but it requires data entry at Customs Offices of
data related to one of the following status:

• transit movement;

• transit movement connected to an import declaration;

• transit movement connected to an export declaration.

 It is already completely integrated with the following customs procedures:

• risk analysis and validation of declarations;

• guarantee management, thanks to the integration with a specific subsystem;

• management of import and export declarations.

 EDIFACT Interface with Traders is available since November 1998 regarding with
declaration at office of departure. Procedures at office of destination are now being
developed, fully compliance with NCTS Specifications. Functional specifications traders have
to conform to are already available on the Internet.

 Where transit with other countries is concerned, its performance is clearly limited to
registration and storage of declaration data in the national system, while the management of
national transit movements is fully operational.

 As a matter of fact the Spain-to-Spain system is based on the centralised architecture (all
transactions are stored on the IBM mainframe), meaning that movements are at customs
officers’ disposal via terminal emulation connection; as a consequence there is no need to
exchange messages to anticipate operations to customs offices of destination.

 The relevant information to be exchanged are:

• data of the transit declaration, communicated by the consignor to the office of



departure;

• goods arrival notification, communicated by the consignee to the customs office of
destination;

• unloading remarks, communicated by the customs office of arrival to the consignee.

In case an operation should not be completed and the transaction not closed, the enquiry
procedure is completely paper based.

In 1998 Transitos managed more than 600.000 transit declarations and around 40% out of
the total concerned movements at national level.

Other European Union programmes and applications

 Data exchange with the majority of Community applications is managed via the
EUROGATEWAY, that consists of UNIX servers located at central level, connected to
Brussels via network X.25 and standard protocols (X.400). UNIX servers are connected to
the central mainframes.

Taric

 Taric data are stored on the central mainframe, where they are integrated with national tariff
information.

 The Spanish database can be queried, with limitations, on the Internet: users can request
the tariff applicable to goods identified using the Community Code in a certain geographical
area.

Excise goods

 ARIES, the national application to manage excise movements, is a similar application to
Transitos, based on the registration of consignors and consignees; thus it allows to control
the exchange of sensible goods among authorised manufacturers and warehouses and
verify the consistency of declared movements. Its database is used as the basis to monthly
update the SEED information to be sent to Brussels (on floppy disk).

SCENT

Information received by SCENT messages are not integrated in the national risk analysis
application used to monitor import, export and transit movements.

EBTI

 EBTI database is located at the Head Office of the Customs Department in Madrid on a PC
platform. Requests on EBTI decisions from customs offices are received via internal mail,
but answered on paper.

Planned development of the Information System

In a few months transit declarations will be submitted via EDI; functional specifications have
been recently made available to traders on the Internet, to allow them to have EDI interfaces
developed on time to conform to Spanish legislation (mandatory use of EDI for Simplified



Procedure).

New functionalities of the Spanish Transit Application, in order to be compliance with NCTS,
will be developed during this year, so that the Spanish Application will be able to pass NCTS
test on September 1999.

Moreover, by summer 1999, traders will be allowed to submit their customs declarations via
the Internet, using smart cards to be able to access to this service.

By the end of 1999 all customs offices will be equipped with internal LANs.



Chapter 5

The position of the trade

Summary

 In addition to EU and MS institutions, traders are the main customers of European customs
administrations. Customs administrations need traders’ active involvement on IT
programmes: the more traders are equipped to provide computerised information to the
system (terminal emulation or EDI), the higher reduction in mistakes and customs offices’
workload is.

 Honest traders need that the customs system works satisfactorily, that means that:

• the system is effective against frauds, which have a negative influence on their
competitiveness;

• the system does not bind their daily business too tightly.

 What has been outlined up to now clearly shows that the majority of these needs are
unfortunately still unsatisfied.

 A couple of meetings have been held with traders’ representatives32 particularly interested in
the problems related to the transit system and we received a very positive and proactive
support.

 In synthesis their needs are limited and clear, and can be summarised as follows:

• one common interface at European level to exchange with customs offices computerised
data on all transactions, with particular reference to import, export and transit
declarations;

• access to information to track their transit movements, in order to be aware as soon as
possible if problems have arisen and to be able to take action on real time.

Unfortunately there is no guarantee that these needs will be satisfied in a short time.

1. Daily business with EU customs administration

 Traders are unsatisfied of their connection with customs administration and complain that
their needs are scarcely taken into consideration:

                                               
32 The Transit Action Group (TAG) is an organisation grouping together 12 associations of freight-forwarders,
express carriers and manufacturers (cigarettes and alcohol) and others. As their members experience daily
contact with customs administration, they are highly interested in the solution of the problem of goods transit and
guarantees management.



• the daily contact with customs for import-export declarations is made difficult by the
existence of 15 different customs administrations to deal with; each administration
behaves on the basis of its own national standard.

• they have to interface with a lot of different information systems and because of this lack
of homogeneity traders have to face different levels of performance. This is experienced
not only at national level but also within the same country, depending on the means of
transport used or the location of the customs office (in Member States such as The
United Kingdom, Germany, The Netherlands).

2. Specific problems related to the transit system

The introduction of the transit procedure (the existing paper based one) has induced major
disadvantages:

⇒ they are required to make clearance procedures at the customs office of destination,
thus being forced to cover goods with guarantees; they would rather pay the duties as
soon as they enter the Community, avoiding continuous contact with customs, the
payment of guarantees and tracking problems;

⇒ as a real single market is still to be achieved these obstacles become competitive
disadvantages for operators far from the main airports/harbours.

⇒ customs do take a lot of time to provide principals with information on clearance (and
on guarantees release), thus forcing some principals to put in place a parallel paper-
based system to control the positive conclusion of each transaction: if this costly
solution is applicable to wide corporations, clearly it is not to small companies;

⇒ as far as the NCTS project is concerned, the project strategy leaves to each MS the
choice regarding the interface to the traders; it means that international traders should
develop different NCTS interfaces, one for each operational NDTA;

⇒ with reference to the NCTS project, they complain that the relationship with the
Commission is primarily based on paper communications; although they have often
expressed the willingness of their associations to co-operate on a regular basis,
meetings with the Commission to discuss on the progresses achieved are very
infrequent33. Furthermore these meetings are basically designed for presentation of
the projects and their achievements, and very little time and consideration are
dedicated to open discussion.

3. Specific needs about NCTS

 During a couple of meetings traders’ representatives expressed their needs as regards
NCTS:

• one common interface at European level to exchange with customs offices computerised
data on all transactions, with particular reference to import, export and transit
declarations;

• to access information to track their transit movements; the main information traders need
as “real time” feedback are:

⇒ goods arrival at the destination office;

                                               

 33 After a meeting in 1995, the last one was held on 18th November, 1998.



⇒ clearance and the consequent discharge of the guarantees.

• not to be obliged to capture data that today are not managed and that are not retrievable
from their information system, such as Harmonised Tariff Codes, so that daily
management of activities is not slowed down and cost are not increased.

4. Steps taken to satisfy these needs

 The legal basis of the NCTS project has included some of these requirements: it has
established, for instance, that the use of HTC is not mandatory exception made for sensible
goods.

 As regards other requirements, they will be less likely satisfied. DG XXI has more than once
reassured traders that they will be timely informed of the state of their movements. However,
it has to be noted that the Arrival Notification will be immediately available at the Office of
Departure, but the possibility to query the system will be probably excluded by National
Administrations.



 

Chapter 6

Opportunities offered by ICT:

CRS and interbanking network case-studies

Summary

As outlined national customs administrations in EU Member States are equipped with
Information Systems that are being led to improve service efficiency to their customers (the
State and the traders), above all as far as import-export declarations are concerned.

This improvement has been experienced at national level; on the other hand applications at
international level are still in progress. A first consideration would lead to attribute the cause
of this situation to the presence of different information systems, while, in a Single Market
such as the European Union should be, all Member States should adopt the same
Information System.

Such an extreme solution is not the only way out. At present real time information exchange
with high security standard can be achieved, even among different information systems
located in distant geographical areas, by means of both public and private communication
networks.

Some case studies can clarify the real available solutions.

6.1 Central Reservation Systems (CRS)

6.1.1 A world-wide network interconnecting different information systems

Central Reservation System (CRS) are information systems used in tourist industry for
quoting, booking and purchasing different tourist services like air flights, hotels and car-
rentals.

As shown in Figure 1, the main subjects involved in the business are:

1. service Suppliers, which replenish a centralised Database with shared information
dealing with offered services (timetables, seats, fares, ...);

2. Tour Operators and Travel Agencies located all over the world, using the system to:

• extract information on tourist services;

• make quotations for their clients;

• book services;

• issue tickets (usually air tickets for some air companies).



More than 30.000 travel agencies with more than 100.000 workstations all over the world are
currently connected to Galileo Information System, the first world-wide system for
reservations and information, in order to book tourist services. Several hundreds suppliers
make thousands services/products available on the system.

CRS
SERVER

ROUTER

CRS NETWORK

ROUTER

Travel Agencies and
Tour Operators

Touristic services suppliers
Air carriers, hotels, 
car rental, ... 

• Booking (PNR)
• Request of

information

• Quotation
• Booking

confirmation

Figure 1 - Overview of a Central Reservation System

6.1.2 Galileo architecture

Figure 2 shows an overview of Galileo system and network environment; the most
remarkable features can be summarised as follows:

• 3 centralised Databases where information are stored (one to manage air fares
information, another to manage air travel booking and confirmations, the third to
manage hotels and car-rental);

• the information systems of service suppliers, interfaced with CRS, are based on
extremely heterogeneous  and complex architectures;

• travel agencies terminals may simply be 3270 terminals as well as Windows or OS/2
PC/ workstations;

• the network is a complex systems interconnecting proprietary network systems,
national networks and LANs.
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Figure 2 – Overview of the GALILEO network

6.1.3 An example of reservation procedure in CRS

The following example explains the information flow among the various information systems
when a travel agency books an air flight.

STEP 1: a travel agency in Milan wants to book a first class flight reservation for two
passengers, from Milan to Los Angeles, departure on a week-day after 5 p.m.
The operator queries via terminal the system to look for seats availability and the
related fares on the flights of the various air companies flying on that route (this
action is performed sending an EDIFACT message to the server managing the
related Database);

STEP 2: on real time all flight of airlines companies flying from Milan to Los Angeles on
week-days after 5 in the afternoon are displayed on the agent’s PC. For each
flight, all route information are displayed on: seats availability, number of the



flight, departure time, aircraft.

STEP 3: the agent submits the available alternatives to the customers; after the choice
has been made, the agent makes the real booking transaction, leading to the
creation of the so-called PNR (Passenger Name Record). On a practical level, a
specific message requesting the booking of the flight is dispatched to the server.
Once received the message, the server sends it to the air company (if, for
instance, Alitalia is used for the route Milan – New York and Continental Airlines
for the route New York – Los Angeles, the server will send two different
messages to the two airlines companies).

STEP 4: the involved information system answers to the messages sent by CRS either
with a message of booking confirmation or introduction in the waiting list, after a
time that depends upon the air company, the network traffic and other elements.
The travel agency can obviously monitor the change of state of the booking
confirmation querying the booking (using the PNR reference), until the
conclusive booking confirmation is received.

STEP 5: at this step the travel agency can issue the air ticket, but only if the air
company allows it and the agency is authorised to do so (only travel agencies
recognised by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) are usually able to
issue tickets for air travel). If these conditions are not met, the agency has to ask the
national Tour Operator authorised by the air company for ticket issuing.

6.1.4 Common features with EU customs administrations

CRS shows some features that may be compared to the customs context:

• a CRS allows to interconnect different Information Systems, through the exchange of
structured messages in EDI format;

• receipt messages generate authentic transactions in the central database (e.g. the
reservation transaction named PNR: Passenger Name Record which store the name
of a passenger to reserve a seat in a flight)

• the system supports various kinds of users: complex Information Systems (service
suppliers), Information Systems of different sizes and architectures (tour operators),
terminals or PC (travel agencies), simple devices (printers in a travel agency for ticket
issue);

• large dimension and complexity of the network systems: 30.000 points of access,
national and extra-national extension, different types of network systems.

Data security is not a critical aspect for a CRS. A CRS generally presents a hierarchical
architecture that assures high standards of access control to restricted information.

There is no doubt that customs administrations require a high level of data security,
considering that criminal organisations are the main potential hackers: for this reason the
second case-study  examines security solutions used in banking network.

6.1.5 The project strategy: how to access to GALILEO service

Two different alternatives were available during 70’s/80’s to Tour Operators in order to
gather information on tourist services and to book their reservations:

• to contact via telephone or fax the Reservation Centre of the desired air company or
hotel supply chain (Hilton, Sheraton, ..), with obvious problems of timeliness and
quality of received information;

• to create internal reservation desks overwhelmed by the terminals of the various air



companies in order to be able to make reservations and, if allowed, to issue tickets.
This solution led to high overhead to install and access to the company system as
well as to use one reservation systems for each company.

For travel agencies the advantages related to a CRS service are remarkable:

• available access to a wide range of services with one system;

• one common interface, query and booking system for all services;

• recognised reservation costs (a fee per reservation is paid when using a CRS
system).

If a travel agency wants to access to GALILEO service, it has to sign a commercial contract
establishing:

• access level to data and functions;

• the fee to be paid for reservation;

• the number of available simultaneous accesses;

• the number of desired PC terminals and other tools (if requested to the CRS).

Few days after the signature of the contract, a CRS technician installs the required hardware
(PC and modem) and the software. After one or two days of training on the software the
operators of the travel agency are able to use the system; help desk facilities to support
users are however available.

The travel agency can therefore connect to CRS applications via terminal emulation. The
reservation and sale of an air flight has to be re- captured on the accounting system of the
agency in order to be able, for instance, to invoice the customer.

From middle 90s GALILEO has made available to travel agencies a set of EDI messages, to
ask and receive information to the CRS. Therefore the travel agency can completely
integrate within its own system queries on facilities availability and on booking activities. In
other words, the operator can interact with CRS applications without quitting from his internal
information system or re-capturing data.

6.2 RNI (Rete Nazionale Interbancaria) – National Inter-banking  Network

6.2.1 System architecture

RNI is the Italian inter-banking network connecting all banks operating on the Italian territory,
providing data exchange services; it is part of the inter-banking international system.

RNI is a private network owned by SIA (Società Interbancaria per l’Automazione) a body of
Banca d’Italia, the national Italian bank.

The architecture of RNI is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Overview of the RNI

Four nodes, represented by different banking service companies (SSB, SECETI, ICRI,
ICMEA), are connected one to another and collect data from all Italian bank institutes.

The main subjects involved in network system are:

1. SIA, the network manager and owner of encryption devices and protocols, responsible of
data encoding before their transmission on the backbone;

2. Banking Service Companies (SSB, SECETI, ICRI, ICMEA), offering value-added
service to banks, like POS and Bancomat transactions management and inter-banking
connectivity; SSB (Società Servizi Bancari) is the most important one, as it controls more
than  90% POS and 80% Bancomat transactions;

3. Bank institutes, whose central site is connected to one of the four service companies;

4. Bank agencies, each one connected to its bank central site.

Although it may seem a distributed architecture, exchange among nodes are limited, since
the majority of banks are directly connected to SBB node.

This node is able to handle up to 1million of transactions per day: the mainframe used is IBM
S390. The architecture of this Information System is centralised: transactions between two
banks associated to SBB are cleared at central level in a centralized Database where both
POS and Bancomat operations are consolidated.

RNI architecture is projected to support:

• over 1.000 Bank Institutes, connected to the four nodes;

• more than 10.000 agencies with an ATM terminal for Bancomat.

Other features with remarkable consequences on technological aspects can be summarised
as follows:

• server nodes are mainframe (ES/9000 or IBM S390) capable to handle large
quantities of data;

• banking information systems are distributed on national territory and based on a
complex architecture;

• POS and Bancomat terminals (ATM terminals) are directly connected to a Bank
Institute terminal manager, i.e. a dedicated server located in the bank headquarter;

• the network connecting all nodes is a virtual private network with encryption devices,



included in ATM terminals.

2.2 Common features with EU customs administrations

 Some of RNI characteristics could be successfully transferred to the customs environment:

• the hierarchical structure of the inter-banking network, including ATM terminals
(agencies), terminal manager (Bank Institutes) and a central server (banking service
company) is very similar to the customs organization, which is composed of customs
offices, National Administrations and a Central Site located in Brussels;

• the central architecture of RNI configuration is a proven solution (around 1 billion
transactions per year are cleared by SIA), and it has also been adopted by the
international circuit of VISA cards, whose central server is located at the Chase
Manhattan Bank in New York;

• security standards are high and tested to prevent fraud attacks by criminal
organization, although the private network involves high maintenance and
management costs, jointed with a scarce flexibility.

2.3 Outstanding development programmes of the system

Recent further developments in banking environment suggest new solutions and architecture
to enhance connectivity and assure a high security level:

• home banking applications allow to benefit the pervasive connectivity of the Internet,
focusing data encryption at application level rather than at the network system one;
this solution guarantees high flexibility, due to its complete independence by the
communication backbone, and low network management costs;

• smart cards will progressively replace credit and Bancomat cards, permitting local
data encryption using micro-chip; this allows the elimination of traditional encryption
boxes at network gates and the secure use of public networks.



Chapter 7

The VIES system:

objectives, results, obstacles and risks

Summary

The following three chapters examine objectives and results achieved by some European
customs and taxation projects, in comparison with available ICT opportunities.

This survey aims to verify strengths and weaknesses of these systems and above all to
assess:

• what objectives have been achieved

• what obstacles are still present

• if high risks of failure are manifest.

First of all a presentation of the VIES system is provided: VIES is the first running application
at European level and it is generally recognised as the most successful project. Despite its
undeniable benefits for administration, VIES is not immune from criticism, since its support to
the fight against fiscal frauds is proving limited34.

Secondly the NCTS project (the application for transit system) is described; after a tough
start up phase, it is now in the crucial development step and risks of delay and failure are still
present.

Lastly a brief overview of the Excise control system is provided, whose Feasibility Study has
started not long ago.

7.1 VAT information system (VIES)

VIES, implemented and operational since 1993, is an adequate example of the group of
projects35 which have achieved their initial purposes and are now running quite satisfactorily.

7.1.1 Objectives

VIES is the information system to exchange data on economic transactions performed at the
European Union level. To fulfil the aims of Regulation 218/92 each Member State has to:

1. Create and update database with:

• identification codes of economic operators;

                                               
34 See Court of Auditors on Official Journal of the European Communities

35 See chapter 1



• information on transactions at Community level.

2. Receive form other Member States and provide them access to registered and
accounting data directly and with no delay.

1.2 Implementation

VIES architecture is based on 15 gateways (NCR computers), interfacing national
Information Systems. The architecture of the VIES’ network is shown in Annex 3, Figure 6.
The purpose of these gateways is to overcome the differences among the national pre-
existing systems preserving their independence from VIES’ internal structure.

VIES’ data are encrypted, compressed and transmitted via gateways. Data can be
exchanged:

• in synchronous way: message and answer are exchanged on real time;

• in asynchronous way: the answer to the message is delayed;

• via file transfer: huge amount of data are codified as agreed and transmitted via the
network.

The system is supported by a distributed architecture. Each Member States manages its
own database and is responsible of the link to its own gateway; in other words each national
administration is responsible for:

• receiving and elaborating messages;

• creating and sending messages.

Member States directly exchange information one another, via the network managed by DG
XXI of the European Commission.

The system is based on data extracted from taxpayers’ VAT declarations, where sales and
purchases at Community level are listed. These lists are periodically submitted to the
competent authorities once a month or less frequently.

The customs department monthly declares:

• fiscal data to the Tax Register Office

• statistical data to the national Statistic Department

The Tax Register Office elaborates fiscal data in order to single out the information to be
exchanged with other MS, while the national Statistic Department elaborates statistic data to
provide the European Union with information for Eurostat.

The total amount of sales to another MS in a given period is calculated for each economic
operator. For instance Italy provides Germany with the list of German operators that
purchased goods in Italy, together with the total amount of these transactions.

Once received the message, each Member States can consequently send an answer with
the list of detected mistakes on VAT identification codes of its own operators: terminated, not
attributed or not operational codes.

Furthermore, each Member State can ask for more detailed analysis, such as:

• total value of goods purchased in a given period in another Member State by a
national operator (level 1);

• the list of (foreign) suppliers of each Member State which sold goods to a national
operator (level 2).

If necessary, deeper analysis can be performed (level 3), and more detailed information (on
invoices, for instance) can be obtained.



1.3 Results, obstacles and risks

There is no doubt that VIES, operational since 1993, has achieved its initial objectives; at
present it is the only existing administrative application to control VAT at Community level.

Despite these positive aspects, VIES is not immune from criticism and some Member States
ask for its abolishment. On a practical level VIES is not very effective to combat frauds36.

Since the removal of customs frontiers VAT frauds are easier than before 1993. Indeed it is
now free of risk: two operators can decide to evade VAT after goods have been exchanged
and the commercial transaction has come to an end. One of VIES’ weak features is that
international crossed verifications are no use if operators premeditate the fraud.

Another problem is the scarce timeliness (monthly declaration and quarterly data exchange)
that does not allow to detect on time frauds by shell companies which issue false invoices
and go bankrupt before disbursing their VAT debt.

When physical controls are not regulated (before 1993 the use of accompanying documents
was mandatory in Italy) the use of information System to prevent frauds cannot serve the
purpose.

Time reduction to capture declaration data should be an objective for customs
administrations, in order to be able to deeper investigate them and improve control
effectiveness. Some Member States are developing new applications to improve the analysis
of goods movements and detect suspect transactions. For instance, the Italian customs
administration is developing data warehouse and data mart applications to analyse Intrastat
movements.

At present these solutions cannot be implemented at European level: statistical data
currently exchanged are synthetic, while to implement that kind of statistical applications
each MS should make all elementary data available on a common database. But this
possibility could be opposed for political reasons (related to data confidentiality desired by
each Member State).

                                               
36 See Court of Auditors on Official Journal of the European Communities



Chapter 8

The NCTS:

objectives, results, obstacles and risks

Summary

The previous chapters have emphasised the crisis of the transit system, extremely
vulnerable to every kind of frauds and mistakes. The paper based international exchange of
documents via the postal service is one of the main causes (chapter 2).

It is largely acknowledged that computerisation of this procedure is fundamental: "We cannot
overemphasise the strategic significance of the transit computerisation project as a means of
coping with the current crisis because it both offers the definitive practical solution to some of
the problems arising from the processing of declarations and the insecurity of procedures
and allows better monitoring of operations and preventive measures and controls.”37

Computerisation is not particularly difficult in itself; it requires to:

• translate in EDI format data sets contained in the T-form; these data have already
been defined and standardised by the Member States;

• upgrade the network (used by VIES) interconnecting the European customs
administrations, so that it supports the exchange of those data among 3.000 customs
offices approximately.

The CRS and Inter-banking System case studies previously described have dealt with and
solved similar difficulties and can therefore considered good examples.

Suitable expectations on the NCTS therefore require:

• the elimination of the exchange of documents (first of all the copy 5 of the T-form) via
the postal service; this will lead to an outstanding improvement in service
effectiveness, both towards the Public Administration (frauds prevention) and traders
(shorter time requested to release the guarantee);

• the guarantee of an adequate level of security that is lacking in the present system
based on paper and stamps.

• the creation of one common interface at international level towards the traders, as
though the national customs administrations were equipped with only one (or the
same) Information System.

Despite the apparent easiness of the problem and the presence of concrete examples to
make reference to, the NCTS project has experienced various difficulties: it was started in
the early ‘90s and it is still in progress.

                                               
37 Interim report of the Transit Commission (quoted in the report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Community
Transit System)



During our investigation, the involved parties have provided several explanations partially
accounting for the experienced troubles, such as the unexpected complexity of the system
due to:

• the need for the continuous flow of elementary information (at single transaction level)
on real time;

• the need for a direct interface with national information systems, as NCTS data he
are the same used for import-export declarations; therefore data related to the latter
should be obtained automatically.

Despite important progress has been achieved, remarkable doubts are still present on a
rapid implementation of the NCTS: these doubts are related to the actual commitment the
MS will dedicate to the achievement of their tasks related to the project.

There are still several obstacles to be removed and they can all be brought back to a primary
cause, a kind of “original sin” of the NCTS: the simplest and most secure technological
solution has not been adopted, not because of technical obstacles but because of political
ones.

The NCTS is probably the key point to the development of the European computerised
network: if the NCTS will be successful, then it will be regarded as the first example of real
integration among national information systems.

Unfortunately our analysis points out that obstacles and high risks of failure are still present.

8.1 Objectives of the Transit information system (NCTS)

The main objective of the NCTS system is the full computerisation of Transit procedures in
order to38:

• make procedures more effective and efficient;

• make provision for more effective prevention and detection of fraud by the authorities;

• provide traders with more rapid and more appropriate facilities to carry out transit
operations.

 The project owner is EC/EFTA Joint Committee; the participants are the European
Commission, the 15 EC Member States, the 3 EFTA countries (NO, CH, IS) and the V-4
countries (PL, HU, CZ, SK): 22 countries involved and 3.000 customs offices.

 NCTS scope includes the management of:

• T-movements covered by SAD

• Simplified procedures (Authorised Consignor/Consignee)

On the other hand the following procedures are still out of NCTS scope:

• Simplified procedures for air, see, railways, large containers, pipeline;

• TIR.

8.2 NCTS functions

 The NCTS application is essentially a tool to exchange electronic messages in order to
replace the paper based system currently used. From the process point of view, the main
innovation is the introduction of the Anticipated Arrival Report. It is the pre-arrival electronic

                                               
38 Presentazione dello stato di avanzamento del Transit Computerisation Project by DG 21 il 18-19 Novembre
1998 in Brussels



transmission in real time of essential data concerning a transit movement, that includes the
description of the goods and the allocated journey time, sent by the Office of Departure to
the Office of Destination.

 The new process will be organised as follows:

 At the customs office of departure:

• Acceptance of T-declaration

• Process

• Transmission of the AAR message

 At the customs office of destination:

• Acceptance of  AAR

• Process

• Transmission of the Arrival Notification Message, the electronic message sent by the
Office of Arrival to the Office of Departure confirming goods arrival

• Transmission of the Control Message, that is the electronic message concerning
control results.

There are other NCTS functions to manage some particular cases:

• Transit Simplified procedures

• International diversion

• Movement at the Office of Transit

And other NCTS functions to support and facilitate:

• Guarantees management

• Enquiry procedure

• Statistics

 To fulfil these general aims, the NCTS proposed solution is based on:

• the development of a telecommunication network connecting the Member States;

• the Electronic data processing;

• the increased adoption of EDI-DTI based procedures among customs administrations
and traders.

8.3 Technical architecture

Similarly to VIES, NCTS data architecture is based on a distributed structure: each
Member State manages its own database and is responsible for its own system connection
to the gateway; in other words each country will have to:

• Receive and elaborate messages;

• Create and send replies.

Member States directly exchange information one another via the network managed by DG
XXI of the European Commission. The architecture of the system is shown in Annex 3,
Figure 7.

 The technical architecture to be used by NCTS has already been established:

• Windows NT platform and Unix AIX operating system;

• C++ language;



• Oracle database ;

• CCN/CSI communication system, already tested.

• Application development: central application (MCC) and/or national application (NTA)

8.4 Achievements

Despite the project was launched in the early 90’s, the application has not been developed
yet. The achievements reached during these years can be summarised as follows:

• the feasibility study of NCTS (phase 0) was delivered in 1994;

• the functional/technical specifications (phase 1) was elaborated by external IT
partners (1995-1997) and have been validated by Member States at the end of the
1998;

• NTSR (National Transit System Requirements) document, a sub-set of technical
specifications that are to be respected by National Administrations in the development
of their own national application on transit, has been delivered.

 As mentioned, the working group on the NCTS project is now completing the data model. In
parallel, a prototype of the NCTS standard application (screens and database) is being
developed by one of the IT external partners chosen by the Commission.

8.5. Obstacles faced along the project

 Why is the development of this project requiring such a long time? What obstacles have
been experienced? Have these obstacles been removed or risks of failure are still present?

 We gathered several opinions, which allowed us to clarify these issues.

8.5.1 Difficulties related to the European legal basis

 DG III of the European Commission39, which we interviewed because it was officially charged
of the management of the budget of all IT customs projects during the period ranging from
1995 to 1997, led our attention to the problems related to the European legal basis in force
during those years.

 In fact, European institutions in charge of the development of ICT projects largely
experienced great uncertainty on the legal basis of European programmes; as far as
programmes on customs administration are involved it is to be noted that:

• they had been managed under various programmes until 1995 (CADDIA, INSIS,
TYDIS1 and TYDIS2);

• during the period 1995-1997 the Council Decision40 moved all ICT projects and
programmes under IDA and DG III commitment;

• since 1997 all ICT customs projects have been re-grouped under two programmes
(Customs 2000 and Fiscalis), being DG XXI in charge of their development.

 Great difficulties were experienced during the intermediate period, because of budget
uncertainties and heavy management of decisional processes. Each decision involving ICT
customs projects managed by DG XXI (Taric, SEED, Transit, ...) had to be approved by TAC
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40 Decision of the Council n. 468/95 of 6th November 1995, in official Journal of the European Communities N.L.
269 del 11/11/95



(Telematic between Administrations Committee, chaired by DG III and whose members
where representatives of the Member States).

 Furthermore the Council Decision reserved strict control procedures to itself, slowing down
operational decisions and actions.

 Legislation itself can sometimes stiffen customs procedures: this is particularly true when the
legal basis regulates operative actions as well as ICT tools to be used (for instance
establishing that certain information have to be exchanged via telex or other means).

 As a rule, investment in ICT should not replicate activities exactly just like they are:
investment should be considered an opportunity to redesign procedures (process
reengineering). Unfortunately such opportunity cannot be seized if a legal amendment is
required!

8.5.2 Unsatisfactory performance of IT external partners

The Feasibility Study as well as the Functional and Technical Specifications have been
elaborated by external IT partners selected by the Commission. These partners are
generally accused of falling well short of what was required.

Functional specifications released with long delay have resulted incomplete and inconsistent
(e.g. data modelling was lacking in the first release)41; moreover, during the first phase of the
project, the technical specifications elaborated proved to be too rigid for Member States to
comply with.

 After the delivery of technical and functional specifications the Commission has discharged
the previous partners and has engaged new IT contractors to deliver and implement the
application.

8.5.3 A problem  more complex than what was expected

The exchange of T-form data among EU customs administrations is not a particularly
complex technological problem.

Complexity increases when considering that:

• data exchanged have to be registered within national Information Systems for further
applications (import-export procedures);

• each national administration has its own information system and requires an ad-hoc
interface towards NCTS;

• traders have relevant and pertinent needs of timeliness, related to the level of service
required by the market;

• activities and tasks complementary to the management of transit movements are
included in the project:

À controls at customs offices of departure and destination;

À guarantee management.

8.5.3.1 Obstacles related to the integration with existing customs procedures in EU Member
States

As fundamental condition to co-operate to the NCTS project the Member States reasonably
require that the same information need not be captured twice in the Information System
(both in the national and EU Information System) but only once, and then automatically
transferred where needed.

                                               
41 Problem highlighted during interview the Dutch customs administrations.



As a matter of fact, the already working applications are based on the latter principle:

• VIES receives data on transactions performed by traders, then it elaborates and
transfers these information to the other Member States involved;

• Tariff data are elaborated and registered at central level (by DG XXI), then
transferred to the MS national databases, where they are automatically registered in
the national Information System.

 The same need has been expressed even for transit data, so that they can be used to
replenish directly and automatically the import and export declarations system.

 As a consequence to this position NCTS cannot be a self standing application, requiring a
direct interface with the different national system used for import and export declarations.

This obviously leads to great difficulties in the definition of functional and technical
specifications:

• common information at European level are not exhaustive, as each country can
require more information as defined by its own legislation. The workgroup on
SAMDEC (Single Administrative Message Declaration) worked on the definition and
harmonisation of the common and minimum content of information on transit to be
exchanged among the Member States;

• other programmes on the same subject also involving the Community are under
development (DG VII and WCO on message standardisation to apply to the electronic
commerce; ITPP between USA and UK; Single Authorisation for huge corporations
...); despite all these projects deal with the same subject there is not the least co-
ordination among all these workgroups42.

 Although great delay has been experienced, functional and technical specifications were
released and the problems seem to be solved.

8.5.3.2 Different Information Systems to be inter-connected

 The relevant differences among the national Information System are supposed to be one of
the main causes of the considerable difficulties endured. On the other hand, these systems
have been exchanging information for years: it is proven by the continuous flow of VIES and
Taric information exchanged among Member States since 1993.

 Anyway, it has to be outlined that the applications already running (like VIES and TARIC)
exchange batch data with low frequency. The information exchange required by transit
procedures leads to higher problems:

• relevant traffic network: an information exchange is required for each transaction,
while for instance VIES exchanges statistical data once a month or less frequently;

• timeliness: information exchange heavily interacts with traders’ procedures and
influences their competitive performances;

• higher effectiveness of the interface with national customs administrations, in
particular as regards import and export procedures.

 Furthermore higher data security standards are required to prevent from unauthorised
access to the system by external parties.

 However, solutions to secure data exchange via public networks have already been singled
out and tested and are now currently being used in various sectors; the banking system and
CRS case studies, included in chapter 4, prove their reliability.

                                               
42 Problem highlighted during Dutch customs interview.



 At present the problems outlined seem to be solved: as far as transit computerisation is
concerned:

• the network solution is provided by CCN/CSI, the powerful network designed to
achieve this target43,

• NCTS functional specifications have been discussed and approved by all MS, and
none of them raised objections to its feasibility.

 In fact, the national information systems of the visited customs administrations do not show
relevant technological obstacles to the integration with the new application NCTS: all of them
can be interfaced with CCN/CSI and manage NCTS data, when the required applications will
be available. Probably the same consideration can be applied to all the 21 countries that will
connect to the transit information system44.

 But many MS still have to decide whether it is more convenient for them to develop the
NCTS applications inside the national system or to adopt the standard application (MCC)
developed by DGXXI and interface it to the existing national procedures45.

8.5.3.3 Needs of timeliness reported by traders

Some of traders’ needs have been clarified during our meetings with TAG members.

Timeliness is the core of the transport service offered to the market for all traders and
particularly for Express Carriers (which perform 55% of transit operations). At present it
takes less than two hours to a package entering the EU via a HUB airport to be dispatched
on the truck that will take it to its destination. Competition among carriers will increasingly
reduce this lapse of time in the next few years.

In accordance with these critical success factors traders ask not to be obliged to capture
data that today are not managed and therefore not retrievable from their own information
system, such as Harmonised Tariff Codes, so that daily management of activities is not
slowed down and cost are not increased.

8.5.3.4 The management of complementary activities: controls and guarantee management

Controls performed at customs offices of departure and destination are activities related to
the transit operations, but they are not part of the core of the transit problem, that is the
computerisation of T-form data exchange.

Control and guarantee management activities are performed at national level with different
methods, leading to a difficult standardisation of these tasks.

Discussion on these issues (that can be regarded as marginal if compared to the very heart
of the NCTS) required outstanding efforts and contributed to prolong the time needed to
approve Functional Specifications by the Member States46.

8.6 The new project strategy (December 1997)

Towards the end of 1997, remarkable changes occurred in the framework of the NCTS
project:

• uncertainties related to the legal basis were overcome;
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46 Opinion gathered during meetings with national customs administrations.



• the Commission decided to considerably review its project approach.

Since the beginning, the Commission faced the transit problem in its entirety and whole
complexity, without identifying basic modules (e.g.: computerisation of the T-form) to be
computerised in the first place, and accessory modules (e.g.: guarantee management) to be
developed when the system had been already running (it is to be noted that the legal basis
for the solution of this problem is still lacking).

 Towards the end of 1997 a change in the project strategy was established: they decided that
the initial implementation (phase 2) would start at the beginning of 1999 with reduced goals:

• the computerisation would be limited to the management of the T-form, leaving the
other functions (international diversion, guarantee management …) to the next phase
3;

• only five countries (Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain and Switzerland) would
start by the end of 1999.

 The new strategy has brought incentives to the project and the current situation is
summarised below:

• approved Functional and Technical Specifications;

• approved legal framework;

• CCN/CSI network under implementation (provisional start-up in March 1999);

• standard NCTS applications (MCC; Minimum Common Core) under development.

 As regards this last issue, it has to be pointed out that the previous IT external partners have
been replaced by new ones, with expectation of higher effectiveness.

 If Commission plans will be fulfilled47:

• within 1999 NCTS will start with reduced functionalities in 5 MS;

• within 2002 the geographic extension will be completed to 22 countries;

• within 2003 the functional extension will be completed (guarantee management,
inquiries, statistics, ...).

8.7. Unsolved problems

 Despite important progress was achieved, remarkable uncertainty on the feasibility of the
strategy planned by the Commission persists. In fact strong doubts were expressed on the
implementation of phase 2 with the established reductions.

 Perplexity on the project management still remains: despite the MS are the less interested
parties to the solution of the present transit pronlems, the Commission is more and more
delegating to them the development of fundamental NCTS modules.

8.7.1 Actual feasibility of the reduced NCTS scenario

Only 5 MS will take part to the start-up phase of the system, and the simultaneous
management of the paper based and the new computerised procedure will take place during
the transitional phase.

This fact will create difficulties to the traders48, as they will have to distinguish between
customs office of destination connected or not to NCTS.
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 Moreover, the reduced functionalities to be implemented in phase 2 could be insufficient for
a suitable system start up, as not only complementary functionalities (guarantee
management, inquiries, ...) have been postponed, but also fundamental functionalities
related to T-form data exchange:

• international diversion will not be supported, leaving the management of these cases
to the manual system; this will not help to start and perform inquiries (see chapter 2
par. 2), and therefore the transit system itself will be vulnerable to an escalation of
frauds dissimulated as international diversions;

• the computerisation of loading lists is not mandatory49; if traders will provide it in a
paper form, the customs office of departure is not obliged to capture it and that transit
transaction will be managed on paper (just like today). Moreover, considering that a
very high share of transit operation uses the paper loading list50, the risk of using
NCTS only for a minimum quota of operations can be foreseen.

8.7.2 Assignment of fundamental modules development to MS

 All projects that aim to integrate national customs administrations by means of ICT require a
robust project management, able to establish common and shared objectives, to design
satisfactory solutions at global level and to impose them to Member States unwilling to
accept local diseconomies. This is the case of the NCTS project, which requires a strong
involvement of national customs administrations, because of its high connection with national
customs procedures.

But an evident inconsistency exists between the parties involved and the role they play in the
transit problem. The parties heavily involved in the project are not the ones who will probably
get the largest benefits; as a matter of fact, in the present crisis of the transit system
provoked by the fast growing phenomenon of frauds:

• the European Union is suffering the loss of customs duties; this loss is however
covered by contributions from the Member States;

• the Member States are suffering the loss of VAT and excise duties, but it is
impossible to establish which countries are really penalised and which countries gain
from the recovery of guarantees;

• traders are forced to cover the goods with guarantees, that can be detained in fraud
cases even if they have no responsibility;

• taxpayers lose public revenues not covered by guarantees.

 As outlined, the worst consequences are born by honest traders (the dishonest ones and
criminal organisations are probably taking the most advantages from this system), but they
can play only a secondary role in helping a positive and satisfactory conclusion of the overall
Transit project.

 The MS are not the ones who will probably get the highest economic benefits. In this
framework, the Commission should avoid delegating the NCTS project’s fundamental tasks
to the Member States, keeping the core competence of the project within its brief in order to
achieve the start up of the computerised system.

On the contrary, the Member States are playing a central and more and more essential role
in the organisation of the project. Until the end of 1997 the NCTS project was based upon
the development of the STA (Standard Transit Application) to be completed by the
Commission; this application would have covered all NCTS functionalities established at

                                               
49 Customs Code Committee, Transit Section chapter 2, XXI/664/98 Rev 5 EN, Brussels 9 November 1998
50 TAG members have estimated that paper loading lists are used in 100% transit operations



national level51. The Member States could choose either to adopt this application (to be
interfaced with their own information system) or to develop an ad-hoc application integrated
within their own information system (NDTA, Nationally Developed Transit Application) or to
arrange a hybrid solution.

Then a strategy turn occurred: due to the difficulties related to the development of a STA
able to satisfy the divergent needs expressed by the Member States, it was established that
the development at central level should be limited to an MCC (Minimum Common Core).
This application supported only programmes and functions of common interest, while the
Member States should develop the remaining functionalities52.

The problem is that “the MCC is not meant to be a self-standing application as in the case of
STA. It is a collection of components of common interest to Nas (National Administrations) to
integrate their hybrid/STA solution. It should be noted that a STA implementation will only be
possible if the combination of MCC with all the components developed by Nas covers the
entirety of the functional and technical requirements of the NCTS phase concerned (initial
implementation, phase 3 step x, full NCTS)”53

 It is now clear that the Commission has its hands tied up and that NCTS will start only and if
the Member States will develop their applications.

DG XXI cannot guarantee neither the achievement of the system without their support (nor in
the start up phase nor when already operational) nor a homogeneous approach towards
traders. As a consequence, even if DG XXI should successfully achieve all its tasks, it has to
be seriously wondered if the Member States will be able to do the same with theirs, as some
of them show low interest in the achievement of this project54.

8.8 Doubts related to technological choices

 Difficulties related to NCTS project management were significantly reflected by the
technological choices: the simplest and most secure alternatives have been rejected
probably for political reasons more than for technological ones favouring more complex and
difficult solutions.

8.8.1 The choice of distributed architecture

 NCTS is based on a distributed architecture: data are stored and managed on national
databases and each Member State directly exchange transit information on another, with no
involvement of the central site.

Since the very beginning we wondered on the reasons that could have led to this choice: in
our opinion the advantages related to the opposite one, i.e. a centralised architecture (see
the following paragraphs), are remarkably superior.

These advantages are reinforced by the consideration that the successful case studies
previously discussed (banking and CRS) have chosen the centralised solution with no
hesitation.

                                               
51 In DGXXI/2058/96 rev.1

52 “Minimum Common Core development for initial implementation”, working document accepted by DGXXI A1 &
B1, DGXXI/2424/97, Brussels 2/12/97
53 see above, page 3.

54 Belgium, for instance, has not reserved budgetary  resources to this project. The interviewed IT manager has
confirmed that belgian customs administration have not yet made a decision on the technological solution to be
used to connect NCTS  to their system.



We supposed to find reasons for the choice of distributed architecture in the Feasibility
Study released in 1994, but neither that document nor the 1.000 and more pages of the
NCTS Functional and Technical Specifications we examined even mention the centralised
solution. The decentralised architecture is never discussed and always taken for granted.

On the other hand, DG XXI is fully aware of this deficiency: the answer to our questions on
the matter55 pointed out that the centralised architecture had been initially taken into
consideration for the Transit project, even before the 1994 Feasibility Study; it was then
abandoned, probably because of the political opposition of the Member States, unwilling to
provide the central site with a copy of their data, which would have been out of their direct
control.

8.8.2 Comparison between centralised and distributed architecture

8.8.2.1 Distributed architecture

 In a distributed architecture data and applications run on different servers and databases.
As shown in figure 1, data of each national administration are stored in a local national
database. Data access to the national administration that owns the appropriate data
necessarily requires a connection through the common domain.
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Figure 1 – Distributed architecture

 Furthermore each administration needs an application and database server, in order to be
able to both run the application and store the pertaining data.

8.8.2.2 Centralised architecture

 A centralised architecture consists of a central node where the application and data are
located. As described in figure 2 common data are stored in a single database.

                                               
55 Interviews to DGXXI and Italian National Administration
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 Figure 2 – Centralised architecture

 This architecture allows three different ways to access data:

� terminal emulation: a connected PC operates like a terminal of the central server and
inquires the database through the application running on the server;

� client-server remote connection: an application server is connected to the central node
and exchanges data with the central database server;

� client-server with data replication: this configuration is similar to the previous one, but in
addition a partial replication and storage of common data is managed in a local
database.

8.8.2.3 General advantages and disadvantages of centralised architecture

 The choice between a distributed and a centralised architecture is seldom easy, as
advantages and disadvantages generally counterbalance.

 If compared to distributed architecture, centralised configuration shows the following general
advantages:

� Lower starting cost: at the starting level, applications generally require many tests and a
fine tuning before running can be considered reliable and consolidated. For this reason a
central architecture can assure better performance, as it involves a single application
located on a central node. Thus the control of its behaviour and the update of new
releases are easier as well.

� On-line security: security checks can be performed on-line, while security breaches in a
distributed configuration can be detected only afterwards. In fact these checks are
influenced by the simultaneous respect of security procedures in all participating
countries. Moreover access control in a single node is easier if compared to the
monitoring of access from the different nodes of the network (potentially 21, as many as
UE and EFTA countries belonging are).



� Higher flexibility and up-grading level of architecture: centralised architecture can
gradually evolve in a distributed configuration, as described in the following paragraphs.
Although a higher initial investment is required for the central node (located in Brussels),
centralised configuration permits to start with a light client infrastructure, that can be
progressively improved with more powerful national applications and database servers.

 The most important disadvantages are pointed out in the following items:

� Larger network traffic: a centralised configuration involves a star network configuration
and the network has to support a higher flow of information;

� Larger volume of data stored: the concentration of dynamic and static data in a central
database requires higher data storage capability;

� Central higher cost: the previous items involve more expensive hardware solutions for
the central site and higher management costs;

� Data replication: some information are necessarily stored both in central and peripheral
databases in order to reduce time response and/or data exchange;

� Higher transmission costs: centralised architecture requires a connection with Brussels
node instead of with the national node, thus involving higher transmission costs.

8.8.2.4 Specific advantages of centralised architecture in the NCTS project

However the advantages of the centralised architecture in the NCTS project seem to be
remarkably superior to the disadvantages: international diversion management and statistics
could be available since the start up, the project is much easier to control and the risks of
failure are much lower.

� diversion management and clearing: the distributed architecture make international
diversion management a quite complex activity; it involves:

• the request for information on the movement to the Office of Departure by the Actual
Office of Arrival;

• the diversion approval by the Office of Departure;

• the cancellation of the AAR in Declared Office of Destination;

• the cancellation of the ATR in Declared Offices of Transit when the declared route
has not been followed.

This is the reason why diversion management is excluded from the list of functions that will
be implemented during the next phase 2, further reducing the circumstances where
NCTS will be really used.

Concentration of all movements in a central database makes easier the management of
international diversions and the subsequent clearing of movements. In fact no AAR
messages have to be sent to national nodes, as all movements are stored in the
central node. In this scenario the involved customs office can directly access to the
appropriate movement when a diversion occurs: as a consequence no cancellation
messages need to be sent to the declared office of destination, simply because no
Anticipated Arrival Record had been sent. The same concept applies to the declared
office(s) of transit and to the dispatch of the Arrived Transit Record.

 Probably someone would be disappointed by the loss of the AAR, but actually its
advantages are not remarkable at operational level, and maybe its use is just required by
the implementation of the centralised architecture.

� Statistic data and inquiries: the current NCTS project does not require that transit data
are shared among National Administrations: direct access from a NA to another can
even be forbidden, using appropriate firewalls; only the two interested NAs can exchange



and access to the pertinent transit information. In such a system statistics and inquiries
are obviously more difficult to be developed, and this is the reason why they are
excluded from the list of reduced functions that will be implemented during the next
phase 2. With centralised architecture statistics and inquiries on transit transactions
within the whole EU are available on-line; the storage of these data at central level
certainly facilitates its reusability for inquiries related for instance to the transport sector,
goods movements etc.

� Less co-operation effort: a centralised configuration requires a low level of co-ordination
among the participating countries as far as software release, interfaces development,
hardware upgrading and respect of security procedures are concerned.

� Consistency between the financier and who enjoys the benefits: considering that the
most conspicuous benefits are delivered to the Community (that is the final transferee of
most duties), the larger part of investment and cost related to the technological
equipment should be born at central level.

� Risk reduction connected to ICT structures of non-EU countries: non-EU countries can
easily connect with NCTS, independently from the level of computerisation of National
Administrations.

� Terminal Emulation as an option: terminal emulation connection for traders and customs
offices become a workable option with centralised architecture.

� More options for traders’ connection: beyond the possibilities of connection allowed by
distributed architecture, a wider range of options is provided by the centralised solution; it
would allow the development of one “external” interface common to all NCTS National
Applications, and also free-access to information independently from access permission
allowed to traders by a National Administration.

8.8.3 Political obstacles by the MS?

We want to point out that the centralised architecture, which we proposed to both the
Commission (DGXXI) and some Member States, is generally regarded as the best solution
form a technological point of view.

Why was this solution neglected? No one has been able to provide us with official
statements or documentation, but the widespread opinion is that this choice has been
favoured by the Member States, that do not want to share extensively customs data and
information.

8.8.4 Other technological options

 In addition to the NCTS, other technological solutions have been proposed to combat frauds
in transit movements. A couple of these options need at least to be quoted since they will be
soon applied in trade (and not only):

• Smart cards: this technology, already quoted by the Committee of Inquiry into the
Community Transit System56 will soon be adopted by the banking system and by the
Spanish customs administrations57. Its usefulness to improve security of
documentation against unauthorised access is out of question. However, the real
point is that this technology cannot represent a stand-alone and decisive solution, but
it should be considered as a complementary tool to NCTS itself.

                                               
56 See Report on the Community Transit System, chapter 12.
57 See report on the Spanish customs administrations, chapter 4.



• Satellite control: the use of satellite could help control the movements of trucks under
the transit system within the EU, but its implementation seems rather complex and
expensive. As a matter of fact, each truck should be equipped with technological
devices (with relevant costs for independent carriers) allowing the satellite to track the
movements. While this solution is ideal to monitor one’s own transportation fleet, it
gives no security when applied to third parties that could elude remote control
removing and/or manipulating the devices.



Chapter 9

The Excise control system:

objectives, results, obstacles and risks

Summary

Several projects launched by the Commission aim to control excise duties related to intra-
community movements of sensible goods, but this problem is still unsolved.

Similarly to the VIES system, applications already operational are limited to formal and
administrative controls (for instance assessment whether an operator is regularly registered
or not), but they do not represent an effective tool to combat criminal organisations.

The EMCS project (comparable to NCTS) will have to provide the necessary support. The
Feasibility Study has been launched, and at present no useful information to evaluate the
project is available.

We only want to point out that, since obstacles and difficulties can be compared to the ones
experienced in NCTS project, EMCS planning should be based on different assumptions and
conditions in order to make it successful and not to repeat the same mistakes.

9.1 Operational applications

EXCISE and SEED: these programmes allow to assess whether an operator is regularly
registered or not; it is still to be understood who can better perform inquiries and the required
operations to access to the data.

EDT: it is a database collecting Member States excise duties; it has to be verified how it is
now used, how rates on sensible goods could be assigned (and what contribute could
eventually come from EBTI) and how these data can be used as an input to assess fraud
risks.

SCENT: it has to be verified if sensible goods controls are supported by frauds information
exchange system and how SCENT can be integrated with an automated risk analysis
system.

At present we have no information if projects on the following subjects are under
development:

• monitoring of Community sensible goods inside EU territory in order to locate where a
fraud takes place;

• the dynamic management of guarantee deposit for Community sensible goods.



9.2 The new EMCS system

The aim of this project is to replace the present paper-based system with a computerised
one; while customs offices are directly involved in the transit procedure, as far as excise
movements are concerned the principal is the main subject managing the documentation
exchange.

Therefore it still has to be defined how information systems can control excise documents
that are not submitted to the customs office of departure.



Chapter 10

Options for the EP

Summary

To put in place an effective and efficient European information system, difficulties still have
to be overcome.

It has to be determined how the European Parliament can intervene and contribute to re-
direct the projects that show the highest difficulties of achievement, in order to reduce time
for implementation and risks of failure at minimum levels.

This chapter provides feasible options; they are compatible and consistent with one another:
all, some or none of them can be adopted, but none is to be considered alternative to
another. All proposals are however linked to the main option, based on the elimination of the
original choice and on the adoption of a centralised architecture to support the major
applications of the European information system, aiming to control VAT, transit and excise
movements.

We want to point out that the choice of a distributed architecture delegates to each MS not
only the management of customs information but also its ownership, as well as the
development of complementary procedures and above all the heart of the European
information system itself.

This is clearly the result of a compromise with the conditions imposed by the Member States.
While the Single Market would consistently require a unique customs administration, the
information system of the European Union is not even based on a unique administration of
transit data, whose essence is transnational!

As a matter of fact, given the progress achieved up to now by the NCTS project and the
existing risks, it seems to be, rather than a compromise, a real defeat of the EU in front of
the Member States.

On the contrary, the option of a centralised data management is, from a technological point
of view, the right road leading to the integration of European customs administrations as well
as a powerful indication the EU sends to its Member States.

The option of a centralised architecture is still convenient: despite it represents a substantial
modification to the original plan of the troublesome NCTS, nevertheless the results already
obtained will not have been achieved in vain, as the largest majority of functional and
technical specifications could be maintained.

The centralised architecture had been chosen by DGXXI of the Commission, but it was then
opposed because of political reasons. The European Parliament should then create the legal
framework to adequately support the Commission in its difficult tasks and allow the latter to
modify its position, from dominated entity to guide of the Member States.



Options 1: adoption of a centralised architecture

The advantages connected to the implementation of this solution have already been outlined
in chapter 8.

The actual feasibility of this solution is now to be evaluated in the framework of European
customs administrations (and taking into account already achieved or under development
projects).

Annex 4 describes the various alternatives available to connect the central database with
customs offices and traders (alternatives A, B, C). It is evident the higher flexibility induced
by these solutions, if compared to the distributed architecture. The latter can be implemented
only using a very similar configuration to the centralised alternative C, that is the most
complex to be achieved and managed (among the three alternatives).

From a general point of view, centralised architecture allows to reach the same functions
implemented with distributed architecture, maintaining higher flexibility and scalability of
implementation. Furthermore this configuration would require a very limited revision of the
Functional Specifications already defined. To support this statement, Annex 5 provides an
overview of the messages to be exchanged in hypothesis of a centralised architecture.

Options 2: conditions for a more powerful project management at central
level

Since the beginning too much power was awarded to the Member States on the primary
choices. This interference probably led to abandon the most appropriate technological
solution, the centralised architecture, for political (and not technical) reasons.

The guidelines followed by the project are diametrically opposed to the ones followed by
CRS and banking system, and we believe the former to be essentially inappropriate.
Unsuitable statements expressed by DGXXI, like: “The national NCTS must be developed by
the Member States, it is only a problem for the Commission. We develop the MCC (Minimum
Common Core) only to help the Member States that cannot develop it by their own”, should
be eliminated and replaced by a leading behaviour. DGXXI should make all necessary
decisions to allow the implementation of the project independently from the contribution
given by the Member States.

As stated in the report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System58, the
centralised management of customs issues is perfectly consistent with the subsidiarity
principle. If a sector where a European approach is necessary at central level, this is the
one.

We are not suggesting that DG XXI should be charged of all national aspects of the project,
among which the main one is the interface with existing customs information systems. These
issues must be arranged by the Member States, who can surely manage the problem and
are the real beneficiaries of this integration.

We believe that DGXXI should only be held responsible for the development of the system to
exchange transit data, but its start-up and running must be assured independently from
investments required to the Member States. This is the strategy adopted by both CRS e
Interbanking system.

                                               
58 Par. 14.4.1.8



To fulfil these aims successfully, the Commission must be able to impose its choices to the
Member States, such as data centralised architecture, a fixed deadline to start with the
computerised system with either an application developed at national level (NDTA) or a
standard application developed at central level (MCC).

The European Parliament can intervene creating the legal basis and the general conditions
allowing the Commission to strengthen its leadership in a short time.

Options 3: NCTS start-up independent from the achievements of national
applications

Chapter 8 outlines the central role played by the Member States in the development of
NCTS, without being the primary beneficiaries of this solution.

In practice the Commission has its hands tied up and NCTS will start only when and if the
Member States develop their applications.

We do not want to state that it was correct to pursue a complete STA (Standard Transit
Application) developed by the Commission and to be used by all Member States: we agree
with the opinion that it is a too ambitious and probably unfeasible alternative.

However, the replacement of STA with MCC and the consequent reduction of the
functionalities contained in the standard application should have concerned only
complementary procedures, such as goods control, guarantee management and enquiries.
On the contrary MCC should have provided essential procedures to manage data exchange
and should have remained a self standing application, that could have been imposed to the
Member States that cannot or do not want to develop national applications.

To prove these statements we have extracted from NCTS Functional Specifications the
processes and the procedures satisfying those requirements in our opinion (Annex 6).

The fundamental differences with the MCC proposed by the Commission lay in the possibility
to manage the international diversion, while it does not include some functionalities that we
believe to be complementary to the necessary minimum set for the start-up.

The standard application with the mentioned functionalities must be a self standing
application; thus, it could be implemented together with a centralised architecture in order to
allow all Member States to start from the beginning with a NCTS managing fundamental
processes and procedures.

Each Member State will then be able to integrate this application with its own national
information system, on the basis of its own deadlines and resources.

Options 4: elimination of political obstacles

The Committee of Inquiry into the Community Transit System has already examined this
primary issue and there is not much to be added to those conclusions.

It has to be noted that options 1, 2, 3 are not feasible if current legislation allows the Member
States to put vetos.



Options 5: development of a common front-end towards the external domain
(Traders)

The goal of a unique European customs administration is still remote59, and a framework
with national customs administrations adopting the same information system is far off as
well.

At present all signs lead to the opposite direction and the different Member States are
investing in the development of their own national applications.

Does this imply that traders’ reasonable requests to have a common interface in all
European countries will be disappointed for a long time?

Not necessarily.

A common interface towards the external domain could actually be developed, providing a
homogeneous front-end independently from the national customs information system they
are interfacing with.

This option will be immediately feasible when the customs administrations of the various
Member States require the same data for customs declarations.

This situation requires a vigorous action at central level, with the arrangement of the
appropriate legal basis.

                                               
59 See the quoted Report on the Community Transit System, par. 14.4.1.6.
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Annex 1

Transit procedures

Transit procedures can be classified in 6 main classes reported in figure 1.
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Figure 1 - Main classes of transit procedures

Different procedures have to be defined between Common transit and Community transit
because the latter convention (signed among EFTA and V4 countries in addition to MS)
implies transaction across the Community boundaries.

1. Community Transit: goods coming from third countries to travel on Community territory
must be accompanied by a transit document from a border to the other (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 - Community transit procedure

In this circumstance goods travel under customs duties suspension. The procedure is
depicted as follows:

I. T1 form is emitted at customs of departure, the voucher 1 of which is kept by
customs office;



II. goods have 8 days to reach the destination declared in T1 form; at the arrive at
the EU boundary frontier customs record the departure from the Community and
keeps the voucher 4;

III. voucher 5 is signed and sent to customs of departure to confirm the exit of goods
from EU territory.

2. Community Transit and Import: generally goods coming from third countries are cleared
through the customs of State of destination; thus to reach the destination customs goods
have to be accompanied by a transit document to suspend custom and excise duties
payment (Figure 3). The procedure is the following one:

I. T1 form is emitted by entry customs and voucher 1 is kept;

II. goods have 8 days to reach destination declared in T1 form; at the arrival goods is
cleared with the import declaration (IM) and customs of destination keeps voucher
4;

III. voucher 5 is signed and sent to customs of departure to confirm operation
conformity.
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Figure 3 - Community transit and import procedure

3. Export and Community Transit: community goods have to be accompanied by a transit
document from departure to the EU border in order to be allowed to travel through MS
territory under suspension of excise duties and taxes (excise duties and VAT). The
procedure is subsequently described (Figure 4):

I. at the customs of MS of origin export declaration (EX) jointed with transit T2-form
are submitted; customs office keeps the voucher 1;

II. goods have 8 days to reach the declared destination (EU border); Community
frontier customs sign the transit and exit of goods from Community territory and
keep voucher 4;

III. voucher 5 is signed and sent to departure customs to authenticate the export of
goods .
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Figure 4 - Export and Community transit procedure

4. Common Transit, Import and Export: regulation and procedures are the same of
Community transit, with the substantial difference that the transactions occur among the
EU boundaries; the exchange of goods and documents between a MS and an EFTA or
V4 country takes place without controls at the EU border.

The three procedures of Common transit are described in figures 5, 6 and 7.
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Figure 5 - Common transit procedure
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Figure 6 - Common transit and Import procedure
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Figure 7 - Export and Common transit procedure



Annex 2

Transit and import/export procedures

Paper based transit procedures are (more or less) integrated with import and export
declaration management. The level of integration depends upon the automation of the
procedures, that can be arranged:

• on paper: T-form data are manually registered on the declaration document and
integrated with other information and finally submitted at the customs office;

• on diskette/magnetic support: the declaration is registered on diskette;

• via EDI-DTI: the declarations is submitted to the customs office via electronic means .

Figure 1 shows the submission of transit and clearance procedures.
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Figure 1 – Transit and Import/Export procedures

Due to the paper based nature of the transit clearance procedure traders are required to
show at customs office in all cases. Customs officers file the T-form and, were it the customs
office of destination, copy 5 is sent to the office of departure.

The declaration is then registered:

• if the declaration has been submitted on paper, the customs officer registers data on the
national clearance system;



• if the declaration has been submitted on diskette or magnetic support, the support is
firstly validated by the customs officer and data are then registered on the national
system;

• if the declaration has been submitted using electronic transmission, it has already been
automatically registered on the national system.



Annex 3

Figure 1 – Architecture of the VIES system



Figure 2 – Architecture of the SCENT/CIS system

Figure 3 – Architecture of the Italian Customs Information System



Figure 4 – Architecture of the Dutch Information System





Figure 5 – Architecture of the Spanish Information System

Figure 7 – NCTS architecture
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Optional configurations of NCTS

in a centralised architecture

The centralised architecture allows NAs to choose among various alternatives of connection
with the central site. This flexibility can be exploited for a gradual system start-up, making
independent its overall implementation from applications and customisations to be released
by NAs.

Terminal Emulation connnection (A)

In this option NCTS architecture may be configured as follows:

• a central application and database server;

• customs offices and traders of each country are connected to the central node via
terminal emulation PC (also graphic presentation is available);

• transit movements can be consulted by traders via terminal emulation.

 This is the easiest system to connect customs offices to the NCTS: few days after the
decision to install the system in an office, a NCTS technician installs the required hardware
(PC and modem) and the software. After a light training on the software customs officials are
able to use the system; help desk facilities to support users are to be available.

 This option shows the following advantages:

• it can be used by the MS that do not want or cannot integrate NCTS with their own
information system, or by the MS that would not be ready for start-up;

• it can be used by countries with a low level of computerisation in customs procedures,
when the transit system should be enlarged;

• the Transit information must be re-captured on the information system of the customs
Administration in order to be able, for instance, to clear import-export declarations.
This issue, strongly opposed by all organisations (MS and traders) could represent an
incentive to those MS unwilling to integrate their systems with NCTS;

• the customs offices and traders can connect via terminal emulation to NCTS
applications, with no other required investment than the purchase of terminals;

• upgrading and maintenance of applications, debug during start-up (if necessary) and
data control are very effective.
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 Figure 1 – TE connection

 The requirements for this configuration are summarised in the following items:

• a large database to store high volume of data: assuming that 18M transitions per year
are exchanged and that the mean life time of a transaction might be about 15 days for
regular transactions (estimated volume 16.2 M per year) and 4 months for irregular
ones (1.8 M per year), about 1,5M transactions (675.000 regular and 600.000
irregular) need to be stored on average;

• high capability to connect a large number of users (customs offices and perhaps
many  traders directly connected).

 Client-server architecture (B)

 When the number of customs offices should significantly increase, initial NCTS centralised
configuration could evolve in a client-server architecture, in order to reduce the workload on
the central server and the volume of data exchanged to improve time response.

 The main features of this option can be summarised as follows:

• a national server, connected to national customs offices, is linked to the central site;

• static data are replicated and stored in the database of the national server, thus
allowing a reduction of network traffic among Nas and central site;

• the database where transit movements are stored in the central site (Brussels)

Compared to the terminal emulation connection, the main advantages can be summarised
as follows:

• reduction of the number of direct connections to the central site, as they would be
distributed at national level;

• more efficient use of the network and of the traffic from each NA to the central site.
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 Figure 2 – Client server architecture in option b

 This option is compatible with existing terminal emulation, even if its introduction is more
convenient when the application is already operational.

Integration with NDTA and Traders (C)

This configuration is requested by several countries to integrate NCTS with national
Information Systems and the related import/export procedures.

 This option presents the following features:

• the integration of NCTS procedures with NDTAs, that implies the replication of transit
movements and static data at national level, in addition to the central site;

• communication with the central site via the transmission of EDI messages, necessary
to exchange information with the other Information Systems;

• the direct traders’ connection to NCTS via the National application server, developing
EDI and DTI interfaces or improving the existing EDI and DTI connections.

 Traders located in countries that will not give the permission to data access through national
databases, could access to transit transaction data via terminal emulation in any case.
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 Figure 3 – Distributed architecture in option c
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Message exchange in centralised architecture

Centralised architecture should be provided with a set of EDI messages in order to assure
EDI connection with NAs’ information systems.

The minimum set of messages is summarised in Table 1.

Message MCC N° IE

Movement information communication X IE01

Movement information request

Release of goods communication X IE25

AAR X IE01

ATR X IE50

AAR cancellation X IE24

ATR cancellation X IE24

Table 1 – The minimum set of messages

Messages are referred to the figure 1, 2 and 3 showing information exchanges among NAs
and central site in the centralised architecture. MCC column displays which messages are
included in MCC solution, while the n°IE column indicates the corresponding NCTS
message.

Figure 1 shows the transit procedure with EDI messages when no diversion occurs and no
AAR (Anticipated Arrival Record) message has been sent to NA of destination.
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Figure 1 – EDI messages when no diversion occurs and no AAR message has been sent

Figure 2 shows EDI messages when a diversion occurs but no AAR has been sent to NA of
destination.
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Figure 3 shows EDI exchanges when a diversion occurs and an AAR has been sent to NA of
destination.
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Minimum set of functionality to be implemented

The following pictures summarise the minimum set of functionalities that have to be provided
by a self-standing application, highlighting the differences with the proposed Minimum
Common Core (MCC).

The MCC column displays if an EBP (Elementary Business Process) is included or not in
MCC, while the Phase 2 column shows if an EBP will be fully (F) or partially (P) implemented
or will be excluded (X) from NCTS phase 2.

We have elaborated the M-Set Distributed Architecture column in order to show our opinion
on the implementation of the EBPs; the column describes if an EBP should be fully or
partially implemented, excluded or managed by a state transition registration. Two different
cases are contemplated: the distributed architecture and the centralised one.

Each figure refers to one of the four NCTS processes that we consider fundam ental to initial
implementation:

• departure

• arrival

• transit

• cancellation

As stated in the previous chapters it is now clear that centralised architecture allows a
simplification of EBPs and procedures to be performed.
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Figure 1 –
Minimum set of functions in departure processes
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Figure 2 –
Minimum set of functions in arrival processes
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Figure 3 – Minimum set of functions in transit processes
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Figure 4 – Minimum set of functions in cancellation processes
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State of the art in the visited countries

Belgian and Luxembourg Customs Administrations

Customs procedures

The Information Systems used by Belgian Customs Administration is SADBEL (Système
Automatisé de Dédouanement pour la Belgique et le Luxembourg). This application, whose
development started in the early 80s in order to computerise accounting procedures in
Customs Administrations, manages the computerised customs declarations. The application
was developed by the IT Department of Customs Administration with the aid of Bull
programmers.

The mainframe is a BULL DPS 9000, with operating system GCOS8; the database is a
sequential IDS II/DM IV. Customs offices are equipped with PCs networks (LAN) connected
to the central administration via Bilan (Belgacom Interface for LAN). Bilan is an INTRANET
(therefore access is allowed only to customs offices) based on TCP/IP communication
protocols.

About 67% of Belgian customs offices (40 offices out of 60) as well as the 8 offices in
Luxembourg are connected to Bilan; the other Belgian offices (1/3) are computerised with
stand alone PCs.

In order to submit their customs declarations operators can connect directly to SADBEL:

• peer to peer connection using different communication networks (X.25, MSV1, 2780) or
VIP emulation terminals

• via connection to the DCS public network (owned by RTT), this one being connected to
SADBEL through  X.25 protocol.

 Connection to SADBEL is free: dealers sustain the cost of their own system and to
communicate (Belgian Telecom). A copy of SADBEL is available to run free tests.

 SADBEL supports the following activities:

• input of customs declarations (around 1 million import declarations and 900.000 export
declarations in 1997);

• control of registered data;

• data validation;

• printing of declarations.

 

 Operators are provided with a logical identification code for each customs office, thus
enabling not only identification by the system but also the management of guarantees. As a



matter of fact, each dealer has its own credit accounts in each customs office and, according
to Belgian legislation, the local chief is responsible for the management of credit accounts.

 All parameters required for data validation are managed on the mainframe, which checks
authorisation, correctness, consistency and credit accounts of each declaration.
Transactions are processed on by one: after validation, the record representing the
declaration is made available at the peripheral customs office, which can control goods
arrival and put in place check procedures if necessary.

 

 If declarations are submitted to customs offices not connected to the SADBEL network, data
entry is input on stand alone PCs in order to manage only:

• bookkeeping

• import

 Other essential data contained in the declaration are input in SADBEL for statistical
purposes using a terminal in the nearest customs office connected to the national network.

 Data from SADBEL are stored in a hierarchical database IDS II (being DBM IV the Database
Management System); at present 10 other databases are used to store data concerning
other customs procedures, the database for import/export (data on goods classification,
origin, VAT and so on).

NCTS

 The Common/Community transit is not computerised, and TIR is paper-based as well.

 The future implementation of the NCTS application seems to be rather complex.

 The CCN/CSI network has already been completed: the UNIX platform has been interfaced
to the operating system GCOS 8 and to the TCP/IP network. Tests on this architecture were
successful, but it has not been used yet and as long as NCTS is not operational it will remain
an “empty box”.

 As the NCTS standard application is being developed under Unix and Windows NT, the
Belgian Customs Administration can choose between:

• the development of a national NCTS application based on GCOS 8 and data transfer
to the database of NCTS;

• the implementation of the standard application and development of an application to
interface the NCTS data structure with GCOS 8.

Unfortunately, both alternatives show remarkable difficulties. As a matter of fact, the
application to translate the data of the national information system in the EDIFACT standard
is not yet available, GCOS 8 is a rather old operating system and the development of a
national application would be complicated and expensive.

 On the other hand the development of the interface between the national system and
Windows NT is complex and scarcely effective, as already proved by the CCN/CSI project.

 The Belgium IT Department has not yet made a definitive choice on the best solution to be
adopted, even if it is likely they will adopt the standard application.

 Budgetary and human resources shortage is one of the main problems; the IT staff consists
of:

• 10 programmers for the management of the central applications (SADBEL and
others), currently trained on Unix;



• 5 programmers for system management and maintenance.

In order to develop new projects, such as NCTS, external support (Bull programmers) would
be essential.

Other European Union programmes and applications

Excise duties

Excise offices are part of the Customs Administration but they are not connected to the
mainframe at central level: stand-alone PCs are available to manage the Administrative
Covering Document, but 90% of the documents are paper based.

The calculation of excise duties on non-Community goods is done at central level on the
system.

The calculation of excise duties on Community goods is not managed on SADBEL,
operators are not even connected to the application and therefore weekly registrations of
movements are paper based.

The application SEED is operational and it is connected to SADBEL via file transfer.

VIES

The VAT system is managed by the Tax Administration on its own Information System
(Siemens H90/G2 with Operating System BS2000).

SCENT

At present the SCENT application is run on 25 PCs connected to the European Commission
through DCS X.25 network using TCP/IP communication protocol.

The application does not exchange data with the other applications of the Information
System of the Belgian Customs Administration: no effort (like data collection and elaboration
at central level) is made to rationalise the received information in order to use them for risk
analysis.

TARIC

TARIC is a PC based application, already operational and connected with GCOS8 operating
system.

PCs have been recently connected with Windows NT (October 1998); currently all EU
applications are based on peer to peer connection between customs office and the
European Commission, taking advantage of the location of the Commission in Brussels.

Planned development of the Information System

The Belgian Customs Administrations have already planned the upgrade of their operating
system, so that a higher level backup system will be available (JUPITER SR 4500).

Another improvement already planned is the replacement of SADBEL FEP with a mainway
TCP/IP compatible with the Unix server used for NCTS.

Furthermore, the general Secretariat and the Customs Administration will be managed on



the same mainframe (while the Tax Administration will continue to use its own mainframe).

As a consequence one of the mainframes will be used to develop applications and for
backup purposes.

Apart from these isolated upgrading projects the national IT Department has not planned
new national projects in the near future. For example the National Administration has
established that requested investments to connect the stand alone PCs customs offices to
the network would not be justified by the scarce number of customs operations they carry
on.

As far as EU projects are concerned, new applications will not be available in short time:
Belgium is not in included among the countries taking part to the piloting phase of NCTS in
1999.
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Italian Customs Administration

Customs procedures

The main information system of Italian customs administration is AIDA (Automazione
Integrata Dogane e Accise).

The elaboration of data is based on a three processing level architecture (see Annex 3,
Figure 3 ).

The system, which goes back to the middle 70s, was developed in order to manage
accounting procedures in the districts with the highest concentration of customs declarations
and transactions.

This architecture is currently being revised, leading to the elimination of the Regional EDP
Centres. Up to now, only 3 out of the existing 8 Regional EDP Centres are still operational
and it has been planned they will be eliminated as well by the beginning of 1999.

The Central System is based on 11 BULL DPS 7000, with operating system GCOS 7 and
UFAS database (sequential database); it is connected to customs offices (and to the
Regional EDP centres till the end of 1998) via the WAN ITAPAC, owned by the Italian
Telecom.

263 out of 530 customs offices are computerised, carrying out 98.5% of customs operations;
workstations in customs offices (486/Pentium PCs) are connected via LAN to the server
(BULL Escala, operating system UNIX/AIX and Oracle database).

The customs computerised system is based on real time transactions, activated via terminal
by sending message codes and carried out with the TDS monitoring; at present the Italian
information system manages 350 customs transactions, with the relevant exception of transit
procedures.

The main functions supported by AIDA are:

⇒ management of import and export declarations (around 2 million import declarations and
4.5 million export declaration in 1996):

• capture and registration,

• selection of goods to be controlled,

• collection of duties,

• release of goods;

⇒ registration of goods and temporary storage;

⇒ data transmission to national statistic and accounting agencies as well as to the
European Commission.



 Traders can submit their declarations:

• on paper (30% of declarations): in this case data are captured at customs offices;

• by floppy disk (60% of declarations, operational since the early 80s);

• via EDI (10% of declarations, operational from the beginning of 1998 with 800 traders
connected at present).

Traders can establish EDI connection to the customs offices using different equipments
(ranging from PC to mainframe). Data are exchanged via ITAPAC network using X.25, X.28,
X.32 communication protocols and FTAM, FTP and others to transfer files. The interface
software is provided by the Customs Administration.

Even if traders submit declarations via EDI, they have nonetheless to show at the customs
office, except when submitting the simplified declaration. A legal proposal to amend this
regulation and convey legal value to declarations submitted via EDI is under study.

NCTS

 Italy is one of the five Member States that will take part to the testing phase of the NCTS
application. Italy is particularly interested in the project, as community/common transit is still
a paper-based procedure: a rapid computerisation of the management of transit transactions
is considered essential to improve anti-fraud actions and the effective management of the
overall transit procedure. Furthermore, the NCTS project is seen as an important step in the
direction of effective procedure harmonisation at European level.

 The Italian customs administration has chosen to develop an in-house national application to
support transit procedure. The national application will be integrated with some modules
(ECN) of the European standard application that allow to exchange EDIFACT messages; for
this reason the Italian representatives asked for the development of these modules to be
achieved as primary goal.

 As regards the management of international diversion the Italian customs administration will
develop this functionality within the application, but only at national level.

Other European Union programmes and applications

SCENT

A working group at central level has been created with the task to manage and elaborate
destructured information contained in SCENT messages. The final purpose is to convert
these data, elaborating INFAM in a database, in such format that can be used to improve
risk analysis assessment.

Taric

The national TARIC database (Oracle) is daily updated via the ITAPAC network, using X.28
and X.32 communication protocols; the TARIC database is made available to customs
offices (through the ITAPAC network) for inquiries.

The efficient use of TARIC is prevented by Italian legislation, because legal validation is
conferred only after the publication on the Italian Gazzetta Ufficiale.

Moreover, if updated TARIC data contain mistakes, the revision of duties already calculated
is mandatory according to the Italian legislation.



VIES

The VIES information system is fully operational and managed with no problems. Traders
communicate monthly data either via floppy disk (70% of declarations) or paper.

Planned development of the Information System

The Italian Customs Administration has planned to abandon ITAPAC in order to use the
FISCO/INAIL network, a private network belonging to the Ministry of Finance.

As soon as the NCTS project is operational, the management of transit procedures will be
integrated with import and export declarations.

Other important development projects already planned involve:

• the simplified procedure computerisation considering the use of EDI and of the
automated selection of goods to be controlled;

• the integration of SCENT/CIS information in risk analysis and selection monitoring.
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Dutch Customs Administration

Customs procedures

The architecture of the Dutch Information System is shown in Annex 3, Figure 4.

A central mainframe is connected via WAN to customs offices LANs through gateways.

PCs at customs offices are connected through LANs (client/server architecture); there are
also stand alone and terminal emulation PCs; all 36 Dutch Customs offices are
computerised.

The main applications supporting customs procedures are:

• Rodos and Vipprog, supporting summary declarations at Rotterdam harbour and
Schiphol airport respectively;

• Sagitta, supporting import and export declarations;

• an application supporting clearance;

• an application to manage accounting.

 Traders can submit customs declarations:

• via their own Information System interfacing a self-made application to the Customs
Information System;

• via EDI using EDITAX communication system, provided free of charge by Customs
Administration. It is a DOS application requiring frequent updates and therefore it is
likely to be replaced by an Internet based application;

• using applications made by software houses built in accordance with Customs
Direction’s specifications.

 Traders are not allowed by Dutch legislation to be connected directly with the Customs
Information System. Traders are connected one another via standardised EDI applications
providers build in accordance with the correct standard defined by the Dutch Customs
Administration.

 At present electronic customs declarations are submitted as follows:

• 20% of summary declarations of goods coming by sea on Rodos (80% requires data
entry)

• 70% of summary declarations of goods coming by air on Vipprog (30% requires data
entry)

• 87% of import declarations on Sagitta (out of 2.4 mil. declarations/year)

• 23% of export declarations on Sagitta

At present these applications are not integrated: for example, data from Vipprog have to be



entered again in Sagitta. Sagitta 2000, the new application under development, will be a
completely integrated declaration processing system according to the Customs Community
Code.

NCTS

Transit computerisation is very crucial for the Dutch Customs Administration, as they
manage on average 4 million transit documents per year and Dutch companies represent
40% of the European transport industry. Community/common transit will be computerised in
the new release of Sagitta 2000, whose development will be completed in 5 years.

In the meanwhile only the Netherlands will use the standard transit application to be
developed by the European Commission (MCC: Minimum Common Core – see chapter 8).
As The Netherlands take part to the piloting phase of NCTS scheduled to start within the end
of 1999, they will provide a ß test environment, where the prototype and its further
development are going to be tested.

If new and further delays in the implementation of the NCTS application will be experienced,
the Dutch customs will abandon the transitional phase based on the use of the MCC and will
adopt their national application integrated in Sagitta 2000.

Other European Union programmes and applications

Taric

 The TARIC database on the Dutch mainframe is daily updated from the database of the
European Commission. The connection is established via dedicated line between the
Commission and a stand-alone PC located in the Customs Administration. Within Customs
Administration TARIC is available through an Intranet, while traders can access the TARIC
database directly through the Internet (for safety reason another copy of TARIC is available
on the stand alone PC to be accessed via the Internet).

Excise duties

 Excise duties are computerised in an ad hoc information system that will not be modified by
the project Sagitta 2000. A central database will be created at national level, in order to
extract information to be sent to other Member States.

 SEED is already operational: the Dutch database (running on one of the three mainframes of
the Dutch customs administrations) is connected to the central database in Brussels. The
connection is established via dedicated line between the Commission and a PC located at
the Dutch Customs administration: updated data are then downloaded from the PC to the
mainframe

 At present the exchange of information on excise movement is based on post (exchange of
paper documentation or floppy disks).

Planned development of the Information System

The Dutch customs administration has planned outstanding improvements of their
information system, the most remarkable one being the already mentioned project Sagitta
2000.



The start of the project was established in order to support the processing of the
supplementary declaration, but then they decided to widen the field of action of the project.
Sagitta 2000 will in fact overcome the present separation of the different information systems
in use (Rodos, Vipprog, Sagitta, clearance application), managing the various customs
procedures and declarations in one integrated application, according to the provisions of the
Community Customs Code.

The project, that is likely to last five years, seems to be very ambitious:

• 90 programmers are full-time involved in the project;

• a completely new technological platform (DCE/Enchina) will be the basis for the new
system, under development using a new tool (GEN); the new system will support not
only traditional activities, but it will allow data-warehousing and data mining as well.

 The project is founded on the most up-to-date standards not only from a technological point
of view (building a new information system pursuant to the modularity concept) but also from
an organisational point of view. In fact the definition of specification will be consequent to the
analysis and organisational re-engineering (processes redesign, workflow management
system).

 The expected advantages of the implementation of the new information system can be
summarised as follows:

• conformity to the customs code;

• EDI based declaration processes;

• single data entry (no duplication of declaration data);

• timely calculation and entrance into the accounts of the customs department;

• check on timeliness, completeness and correctness,

• improved selection mechanism;

• uniform provision of data to external relations;

• automatic writing off of previous customs procedure.
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German Customs Administration

Customs declarations

The German Customs Information System dates back to the 70s, when applications to
manage various customs procedures were gradually developed by different computer
centres.

The result was a series of separate computerised applications built to manage different and
customs procedures in an isolated way. This “traditional” architecture, that is currently being
revised and updated, was based on terminals at customs offices connected to the
mainframe of a specific computer centre supporting the appropriate application.

It has to be noted that all these information systems manage different procedures and do not
communicate.

The main information systems operating to manage import procedures are:

⇒ ALFA, the automated air freight clearance system for import declarations of goods; its
main functions can be summarised as follows:

• registration of air cargo shipments; data are directly captured by traders via terminal
emulation or transmitted to the customs via airlines’ own information system via a
computer linkup;

• keeping the presentation ledger for non-air cargo shipments: non-Community goods
not imported by air are registered in a computerised presentation ledger

• customs clearance activities, mainly used to clear goods  for home use and collect
duties for individual declarations.

⇒ DOUANE, the computerised clearance system used for import declarations by land, rail,
sea; it performs the same functions of ALFA at non-airport customs offices (exception
made for the registration of air cargo).

⇒ ZADAT, the system supporting the settlement of general entries from import of goods
and customs declarations under the simplified customs warehousing procedure when
goods are cleared.

⇒ KOBRA, the application supporting the management of export information in the areas of
chemical, nuclear, defence and advanced technology.

The project HARMONIE has involved the upgrading of hardware infrastructures at customs
offices (500 in all). Pentium PCs have been recently connected to UNIX servers via CN in
each customs office (apart from the smallest one); communication among customs offices
(and their servers) is based on X.400-protocoll, and on a  X.25-network.

The smaller customs offices are still not equipped with servers: VIP emulation terminals are



connected to severs in larger offices via CISCO router.

Other customs procedures are managed on a Windows-NT client (payment of duties,
creation of letters of enquiry,..) connected to another UNIX server in the same customs
office via TCP/IP network.

Mainframes for traditional applications are located in seven different computer centres (in
Berlin, Frankfurt, Düsseldorf, Hannover, Karlsruhe, Hamburg and Stuttgart).

The procedures and tasks mentioned above are managed at these computer centres using
different technologies: five of them are still equipped with SIEMENS BS2000 mainframe.
Each procedure is supported by an individual proprietary SESAM database. Data are
transmitted from one Datacentre to the other using X.25 communication protocols.

No computerised procedure has been yet developed to manage community/common transit.

ALFA, DOUANE and ZADAT can manage release for free circulation and payment of duties
via EDI: the customs administration provides the interface, but operators have to develop the
EDI software. At present no legal value is awarded to these EDI based procedures, so
traders and customs have to exchange paper documentation as well.

The new information system ATLAS has been under development for three years; the new
hardware architecture is almost complete, as all customs offices are now computerised and
by the end of the year PCs in customs offices will be connected via LANs. ATLAS’ integrated
application will support all the tasks to be accomplished in connection with customs
procedures and therefore replace the existing IT customs procedures (ALFA, DOUANE,
ZADAT, etc).

The Electronic Customs Tariff, the first ATLAS application, is already operational. It is based
on data coming from national databases, TARIC and WCO in order to allow calculation of
duties for customs declarations.

NCTS

 Germany has chosen to develop a national application to communicate with the other
Member States; the few customs offices taking part to the pilot phase starting within the end
of 1999 have already been chosen.

Other European Union programmes and applications

Taric

 Data from TARIC database in Brussels are received by the Oracle database in Karlsruhe;
the updating is completed adding national data and the provider transfers the final result via
satellite (all customs offices are equipped with satellite receivers).

 Data out of validity continue however to be available on the system as it can manage the
period of validity.

 Traders are not allowed to be connected directly to the database of Customs Administration;
access to this information is provided by an authorised softwarehouse: traders can connect
directly with the softwarehouse’s database or buy their CD-Roms. By the end of the year the
Customs Administration will stop printing the tariff.

 The problem of mistakes in applying the tariff will be easily managed as soon as declarations
are computerised (ATLAS), as the system will support the automatic extraction of the



declarations where wrong calculation of duties has been applied.

Excise

 The database for the excise applications is located on a BS2000-mainframe in Stuttgart; all
updated information is communicated to the other Member States via the EU-application
SEED. An MS-DOS client (at the Regional Office in Stuttgart) supports the SEED database
with a CISCO-Router-Connection to the DG XXI in Brussels.

EBTI

 EBTI database is received via ISDN network in Frankfurt, where the national database is
updated. Being distributed databases not available, the customs offices have to connect to
the central database in Frankfurt; they can search the documents of interest and copy them
in their local system.

Scent

 Risk analysis will be computerised within ATLAS.

Planned development of the Information System

The German Customs Administration has been developing a new Information System,
aiming to support all customs procedures.

The IT procedure ATLAS will be based on 4 different modules:

• the Electronic Customs Tariff (already operational), which provides information for
classification assistance and determination of duty rate and duty calculation;

• Import: this procedure will support customs registration and clearance of imported
non-Community goods under normal and simplified procedures; the integration of this
module with the Electronic Customs tariff will allow to automatically choose the
applicable measures and calculate the import duties;

• Customs procedures of economic importance to support surveillance and specific
procedures such as inward and outward processing, temporary use, etc.;

• Export: the most important procedures supported are export, re-exportation and
transit procedures.

 All these procedures will be integrated and EDI based (standard EDIFACT): written
declarations and administrative acts are to be replaced by electronic exchange of standard
messages with a remarkable reduction of the paper produced. The Customs Administration
will provide operators with the interface to be used with the X.400 communication protocol,
while customs offices will use a UNIX server with Windows NT clients.

 These new procedures will use distributed Databases (Oracle), while data storage will be
centralised (on a UNIX-server or mainframe). Software updating will be based on satellite
and wire transmission.

 At present the module Import is in the pilot phase: the software is ready and it is being tested
by one customs office together with an important company, a forwarder and some
merchants.The normal procedure will be ready to use in April 1999 and the simplified one in
July 1999. As far as the module Export, provisional dates for release are:

• 2001 for simplified procedure;

• 2003 for normal procedure.
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French Customs Administration

Customs procedures

Two main information centres manage computerised customs procedures:

⇒ CID (Centre Informatique Douanier) is the operational centre located in Osny and
responsible for:

• the management of the majority of customs procedures as well as indirect taxation;

• the management of the network;

• the development of specific customs applications.

⇒ DNSCE (Direction Nationale des Statistiques et du Commerce Extérieur) is the structure
located in Toulouse and responsible for statistical elaboration and data dissemination.

 DNSCE data are collected on paper and magnetic support by 6 regional information centres.
The Toulouse centre is equipped with 1 IBM 9121 with operating systems VM/ESA and
MVS/ESA; the database used is SUPRA (CINCOM).

 CID is equipped with 4 BULL DPS 7000 with operating system GCOS 7 to manage daily
business and development programmes; the database used is IDS II. One BULL Escala
GCOS 6 supports the national application TARIF.

 Some UNIX servers are available to support various applications (for instance VIES and
INGRID, an application supporting management control of service activities)

 One of the most important CID information systems is SOFI, which supports customs
declarations. It dates back to the middle 70s, when it was originally developed to manage
customs procedures at Orly airport and then gradually extended to all French customs
offices.

 SOFI is a centralised transactional system, based on a BULL DPS 7000 with operating
system GCOS 7 and IDS II database.

 All 291 customs offices are directly connected to SOFI via terminal emulation PCs through
the TRANSPAC public network (line X25 and TCPIP communication protocol). At present
customs offices are not equipped with internal LANs.

 SOFI supports 43 applications, whose main functions are listed below:

• management of import and export declarations submitted under normal and simplified
procedures (data capture, control and validation, selection of goods to be controlled,
duties calculation and collection, release of goods);

• data transmission to the national statistic centre (DNSCE);

• data transmission via EDI to other applications (for instance to ADEMAR, the



application supporting declarations and temporary storage at Le Havre port);

• management of TIR carnets.

 Traders are allowed to submit their declarations:

• on paper: in this case data entry is made at customs offices, where traders can use
terminals at their disposal to submit declarations as well; 33%60 of intra-community
declarations and 15% of extra-community declarations are submitted using this
means;

• by floppy disk: 43% of computerised intra-community declarations and 15% of
computerised extra-community declarations;

• via DTI: more than 2000 operators are directly connected to the SOFI system, directly
submitting 54% of computerised extra-community declarations; on the other hand this
means is actually not used for intra-community declarations;

• via teletransmission.

NCTS

 France will not take part to the pilot phase of the NCTS application (MCC testing). The
customs administration is however already engaged in the development of its own national
transit application (performed by an external contractor), on the basis of the functional and
technical specifications delivered by the Commission. The national application will be
integrated with the common services provided by the Commission in order to be able to
exchange transit messages with the other Member States.

Other European Union programmes and applications

SCENT

 SCENT is basically used as means to exchange messages to fight the phenomenon of
fraud. Messages received are stored in an Oracle database and relevant information can
then be manually integrated with the SOFI application that performs risk analysis.

Taric

 The database TARIF Integre is updated with TARIC data via line X.25, but their integration is
not yet automatic. As a matter of fact its diffusion, data structure and the absence of legal
value (this status is recognised only to EU regulations) prevent from the automatic
integration of the updated copy sent from the central database. A re-organisation of the
national tariff system will take into account the need for higher technological integration.

 A further projected development is the availability of tariff data on the Internet for
consultation purposes.

VIES

 From a technical point of view the VIES system is considered satisfactory, and it will be the
first application to migrate on CCN/CSI. However, actions to improve its quality have been
taken and a national application on the database has been developed for query purposes.

                                               
60 These data refer to the first half of 1998.



 

Excise

 Excise offices (420) are part of the customs administration, but excise duties procedures are
computerised only if the excise office is located within a customs office, otherwise they are
paper-based. A project to computerise the sector is under development, but its achievement
requires the necessary agreement with economic operators.

Planned development of the Information System

The French customs administration is currently reviewing the centralised architecture of its
information system, aiming to improve its robustness and security (ISM Access Master) as
well as the standardisation of systems (Unix, Windows) and protocols (TCP/IP, ISO). The
foreseen client-server architecture will also integrate the already existing systems of CID and
DNSCE (operating systems GCOS 7 and IBM).

Unix servers at CID and DNSCE will allow the connection between CID and DNSCE LANs
via TRANSPAC. Customs offices will be equipped with LANs as well.

The implementation of an EDI-based system (standard EDIFACT and communication
protocol X.400) will allow traders to submit their declarations under simplified procedures via
electronic means by the end of 1999; the pilot phase will start at Roissy airport in January
1999. The Unix server responsible for the management of the EDI system will be located at
CID and the automatic transmission of statistical data to the DNSCE will be guaranteed.

Traders will have to:

• develop/buy the software to exchange messages;

• pay an annual fee to the National Administration;

• pay a fee for each declaration submitted via EDI (it is to be noted that this fee is lower
than the one presently paid with SOFI).

French Chemical Laboratories will be computerised at the beginning of 1999.
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Spanish Customs Administration

Customs procedures

The architecture of the Spanish Information System is shown in Annex 3, Figure 5.

All customs offices are equipped with 3270 terminal emulation PCs (around 400) and 3270
non-intelligent terminals (more than 1000), connected to the central mainframes. The
majority of the 75 offices is connected to the mainframe via the public network (owned by the
Spanish PTT – TELEFONICA S.A.) on dedicated line using the SNA communication
protocol; data from customs offices are sent to the central mainframe using provincial
concentrators.

The smallest offices are connected to the centre via X.25 communication protocols.

At central level, all customs applications run on three 9672 IBM mainframes, with OS390
V2.4 operating system and ADABAS/DB 2 database. One of the mainframe is connected to
the Internet to provide traders with various services (query on TARIC data, consultation of
the state of a EDI submitted declaration, etc.).

This central structure dates back to the middle 80s, and it is the result of the centralisation of
the once separated Information Systems managing customs administration on one hand and
direct and indirect taxation on the other.

The taxation Information System is however based on a three processing level architecture,
as 56 provincial structures with VSE mainframes and ADABAS database manage directly
some activities and consolidate local data to be sent to the centre.

Also the 5 Chemical Laboratories are directly connected via terminal emulation to the central
mainframe.

Around 90% of the whole customs business is managed by this centralised structure; the
remaining 10% concerns antifraud services (Vigilancia Aduanera) managed by a three
processing level (client-server) architecture. Office PCs are connected to the UNIX system
with Oracle database via X.25 network; the UNIX mainframe is connected to the 9672
hardware via a LAN.

The main function supported by the customs Information system are listed below:

• Import, export and transit declarations (capture and registration, selection of goods to
be controlled – risk analysis -, collection of duties, release of goods);

• management of guarantees

• VAT declarations

• Antifraud

• Statistical elaboration



Traders can submit their declarations61:

• on paper: 32% of import declarations and 20% of export declarations;

• via EDI: it was initially developed to support export declarations in 1995 (in 1998
around 80% of all export declarations were submitted via EDI) and it was extended to
import declarations in 1997 (in 1998, 68% of all import declarations).

In 1998 the Spanish Customs Administration managed 1 million of import declarations and 3
million of export declarations.

Around 10% declarations (in value) is submitted under Simplified Procedure and the monthly
declaration is presented on tape or magnetic support. However, within the first half of 1999
traders wishing to continue to be authorised for Simplified Procedure will have to conform to
the recent change in national legislation, that states as mandatory the use of EDI (EDIFACT
standard) to submit import, export and transit declarations.

NCTS

Spain is one of the five EU Members that will take part to the pilot phase of the NCTS
project, integrating and further developing their own national application (Transitos) on the
basis of the functional and technical specifications approved at Community level.

As other Member States, Spain agrees with the choice of an NCTS distributed architecture,
which would clearly safeguard the integration of their application with their information
system.

Transitos is a noteworthy program and the only existing example of computerised application
for transit management: it was developed in 1997 to manage transit procedure with EU,
Visegrad and EFTA countries as well as with Spanish free-trade zones (for instance Canary
Islands) and national movements between two customs offices.

This application is completely automated, but it requires data entry at Customs Offices of
data related to one of the following status:

• transit movement;

• transit movement connected to an import declaration;

• transit movement connected to an export declaration.

 It is already completely integrated with the following customs procedures:

• risk analysis and validation of declarations;

• guarantee management, thanks to the integration with a specific subsystem;

• management of import and export declarations.

 EDIFACT Interface with Traders is available since November 1998 regarding with
declaration at office of departure. Procedures at office of destination are now being
developed, fully compliance with NCTS Specifications. Functional specifications traders have
to conform to are already available on the Internet.

 Where transit with other countries is concerned, its performance is clearly limited to
registration and storage of declaration data in the national system, while the management of
national transit movements is fully operational.

 As a matter of fact the Spain-to-Spain system is based on the centralised architecture (all
transactions are stored on the IBM mainframe), meaning that movements are at customs

                                               
61 Data refer to 1998.



officers’ disposal via terminal emulation connection; as a consequence there is no need to
exchange messages to anticipate operations to customs offices of destination.

 The relevant information to be exchanged are:

• data of the transit declaration, communicated by the consignor to the office of
departure;

• goods arrival notification, communicated by the consignee to the customs office of
destination;

• unloading remarks, communicated by the customs office of arrival to the consignee.

In case an operation should not be completed and the transaction not closed, the enquiry
procedure is completely paper based.

In 1998 Transitos managed more than 600.000 transit declarations and around 40% out of
the total concerned movements at national level.

Other European Union programmes and applications

 Data exchange with the majority of Community applications is managed via the
EUROGATEWAY, that consists of UNIX servers located at central level, connected to
Brussels via network X.25 and standard protocols (X.400). UNIX servers are connected to
the central mainframes.

Taric

 Taric data are stored on the central mainframe, where they are integrated with national tariff
information.

 The Spanish database can be queried, with limitations, on the Internet: users can request
the tariff applicable to goods identified using the Community Code in a certain geographical
area.

Excise goods

 ARIES, the national application to manage excise movements, is a similar application to
Transitos, based on the registration of consignors and consignees; thus it allows to control
the exchange of sensible goods among authorised manufacturers and warehouses and
verify the consistency of declared movements. Its database is used as the basis to monthly
update the SEED information to be sent to Brussels (on floppy disk).

SCENT

Information received by SCENT messages are not integrated in the national risk analysis
application used to monitor import, export and transit movements.

EBTI

 EBTI database is located at the Head Office of the Customs Department in Madrid on a PC
platform. Requests on EBTI decisions from customs offices are received via internal mail,
but answered on paper.



Planned development of the Information System

In a few months transit declarations will be submitted via EDI; functional specifications have
been recently made available to traders on the Internet, to allow them to have EDI interfaces
developed on time to conform to Spanish legislation (mandatory use of EDI for Simplified
Procedure).

New functionalities of the Spanish Transit Application, in order to be compliance with NCTS,
will be developed during this year, so that the Spanish Application will be able to pass NCTS
test on September 1999.

Moreover, by summer 1999, traders will be allowed to submit their customs declarations via
the Internet, using smart cards to be able to access to this service.

By the end of 1999 all customs offices will be equipped with internal LANs.
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